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Item 3

East Midlands (Shadow) Local Authority Leaders’ Board
Minutes of the meeting held on Friday 10 July 2009 at 3.00pm
Ramada Hotel, Grantham

Present:

Cllr Jon Collins (Chair) – Nottingham City Council
Cllr Hilary Jones – Derby City Council
Cllr Andrew Lewer – Derbyshire County Council
Cllr Vi Dempster - Leicester City Council
Cllr Byron Rhodes – Leicestershire County Council
Cllr Martin Hill OBE – Lincolnshire County Council
Cllr Joan Kirkbride – Northamptonshire County Council
Cllr Martin Suthers – Nottinghamshire County Council
Cllr Roger Begy OBE – Rutland County Council
Cllr Ernie White – Blaby District Council
Cllr Lewis Rose OBE – Derbyshire Dales District Council
Cllr Tony Roberts – Newark & Sherwood District Council
Cllr Gary Porter – South Holland District Council
Cllr Jim Hakewill – Kettering Borough Council
Melanie Alker - GOEM
Steve Atkinson – Chief Executive, Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council
Sheila Lock – Chief Executive, Leicester City Council
John Sinnott – Chief Executive, Leicestershire County Council
Andrew Hall – Nottingham City Council
Stuart Young – East Midlands Regional Assembly

Apologies:

Cllr David Parsons CBE – Leicestershire County Council
Cllr Jim Harker – Northamptonshire County Council
Cllr Kay Cutts – Nottinghamshire County Council
Cllr Neil Clarke – Rushcliffe Borough Council
Cllr Ross Willmott – Leicester City Council
Cllr Sandra Barnes – South Northamptonshire District Council
Jonathan Lindley - GOEM
Jane Todd – Chief Executive, Nottingham City Council

In Attendance:

Lisa Hopkins (Minutes) – East Midlands Regional Assembly

ACTION
1.

Apologies & Introductions

1.1

Cllr Jon Collins welcomed Members to the meeting.

1.2

Apologies were received as noted above.
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ACTION
2.

Declarations of Interest

2.1

None.

3.

Minutes of the East Midlands (Shadow) Local Authority Leaders’
Board Meeting held on 6 March 2009

3.1

These were confirmed as a true and accurate record.

3.2

Cllr Ernie White enquired if the proposal for an additional District Vice Chair
had been considered subsequent to the previous meeting.

3.3

Cllr Jon Collins stated that it would be further considered and more appropriate DP/JC/
to report to the next meeting, when Cllr David Parsons is in attendance.
SY

3.4

Stuart Young confirmed that all amendments had been made to the
constitution as requested at the previous meeting.

4.

Delivering the Regional Change Management Plan

4.1

This report was introduced by Stuart Young, Executive Director, East Midlands
Regional Assembly.

4.1.1

Members nominated and agreed that the following Members would be the
representatives for the Joint Advisory/Strategy Board:




City representative – Cllr Jon Collins, substitute Cllr Hilary Jones
County representative – Cllr Jim Harker, substitute Cllr Martin Hill
District representative – Cllr Gary Porter, substitute Cllr Lewis Rose

4.1.2

It was agreed that Cllr Jim Harker would Chair the Joint Advisory/Strategy
Board.

4.1.3

Stuart Young confirmed that a Stakeholder event was held on 2nd July 2009
and following on from this an options paper on future Stakeholder
arrangements will be developed for the consideration of emda and the Leaders’
Board.

4.1.4

Cllr Lewis Rose enquired whether the papers for the Joint Advisory Board
would be available for all Members prior to the meetings.

4.1.5

Stuart Young confirmed that these papers will be jointly produced by Assembly
and emda staff and will be available to Members prior to the meetings.
Members were also advised that these papers, where possible, would be fully
open and accessible to the public.
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ACTION
4.2

Resolution





Members noted the agreed Regional Change Management Plan
submitted on 31st March 2009.
Members agreed the East Midlands (Shadow) Local Authorities
Leaders’ Board representatives on the Joint Advisory/Strategy Board.
Members agreed the Chair of the Joint Advisory/Strategy Board.
Members noted the stakeholder consultation event held on 2nd July
2009.

5.

Proposals for a Revised Regional Governance model for the East
Midlands

5.1

This paper was introduced by Cllr Martin Hill, Chair, Local Government East
Midlands.

5.1.1

He confirmed that Members of Local Government East Midlands has accepted
that the Leaders’ Board will be the executive for the successor organisation
East Midlands Councils.

5.1.2

It is proposed that the Chair of the Leaders’ Board would become Chair of East
Midlands Councils.

5.1.3

Stuart Young confirmed that the funding and resource issues will be taken
through the Chief Executive grouping of the 9Cs and future meetings of the
East Midlands Leaders’ Board for their consideration and endorsement.

5.1.4

Cllr Jon Collins confirmed that there should be provisions for the 9Cs/Districts
to meet.

5.1.5

Stuart Young to produce a further paper for the next East Midlands (Shadow) SY
Local Authority Leaders’ Board meeting.

5.2

Resolution



Members endorsed the proposed regional governance structure as
detailed by this paper.
Members agreed to the further development of proposals for delivering
an organisational structure to support Local Government roles and
responsibilities at the regional level.

6.

Peak District National Park Authority and East Midlands (Shadow)
Local Authority Leaders’ Board

6.1

This report was introduced by Stuart Young, Executive Director, East Midlands
Regional Assembly.
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ACTION
6.1.1

He reported on the proposed CLG guidance that in regions where National
Parks exist, they are offered at least one seat on the Board.

6.1.2

The Peak District National Park have given a clear indication that their
involvement should relate specifically to discussions and decisions of the
regional strategy it is proposed that ‘special membership’ is offered on this
basis.

6.1.3

The Peak District National Park have confirmed they will write to CLG
confirming they are happy with this arrangement.

6.1.4

Stuart Young confirmed that the Peak District National Park will have voting
rights in relation to Regional Strategy matters.

6.2

Resolution





Members considered the issues outlined in this report.
Members endorsed the proposal outlined in Section 3, specifically
offering the Peak District National Park Authority full involvement in
discussions relating to the Regional Strategy.
Members directed the Secretariat to amend the Constitution to reflect
this position for agreement at the next meeting of the East Midlands SY
Local Authority Leaders’ Board.

7.

SNR Legislation and Timetable

7.1

Stuart Young, Executive Director, East Midlands Regional Assembly introduced
this report.

7.1.1

He stated that legislation had not received Royal Assent. It is anticipated that
the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Bill will receive
Royal Assent in October/November 2009. If this timetable is met the legislation
would still be enacted by 31st March 2010. Stuart Young confirmed that the
Government has stated that a draft guidance will still be issued over the
summer.

7.1.2

Melanie Alker confirmed that this should not delay matters.

7.2

Resolution


Members noted the contents of this report.

8.

Regional Housing Planning and Transport Issues

8.1

Stuart Young, Executive Director, East Midlands Regional Assembly introduced
4
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ACTION
this report.
8.1.1

He stated that this report is for Members information and provides an update
of responsibilities that will be transferred to the East Midlands Local Authority
Leaders’ Board. This paper focuses on the Assembly roles which will transfer.

8.1.2

Wider issues, eg health, may need to be considered when further guidance is
received from Government for the Regional Strategy.

8.1.3

Cllr Gary Porter enquired regarding the Regional Housing Board and asked
whether there had been any consideration in relation to capturing the
expertise from this Board.

8.1.4

Stuart Young confirmed that sub groups of the Assembly will be looked at, as
will the sub-groups of emda. He continued that Margaret Allen from the
Homes & Communities Agency has written to Cllr David Parsons and Bryan
Jackson highlighting the need to consider the establishment of a Housing and
Regeneration Board.
Cllr Parsons has responded to Margaret Allen in
agreement.

8.1.5

A firm proposal to be prepared for the meeting in December 2009.

8.2

Resolution


SY

Members noted the contents of this report.

9.

CoR Nominations

9.1

Stuart Young, Executive Director, East Midlands Regional Assembly introduced
this report.

9.1.1

He stated that this process is led by national LGA and each region can provide
two ‘preferred’ nominations. There are an additional 16 Full Members and 16
Alternate Members nominated for England as part of a wider LGA pool.

9.1.2

It was agreed that Stuart Young would work with the Liberal Democrat and SY
Independent Group Leaders to identify a representative from these groups.

9.1.3

Resolution




Members endorsed Cllr Parsons’ nomination as a full member to the
Committee of the Regions.
Members endorsed Cllr Bull’s nomination as an alternate member to the
Committee of the Regions.
Cllr Dave Wilcox (Labour) and Cllr Sandra Barnes (Conservative) were
nominated for inclusion into the wider LGA ‘pool’.
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ACTION


Members agreed to nominate up to an additional two members for
inclusion into the LGA ‘pool’ for consideration as additional full or
alternate members.

10.

East Midlands European Office

10.1

Stuart Young, Executive Director, East Midlands Regional Assembly introduced
this report.

10.1.1 He stated that the East Midlands European Office is principally funded by emda
with the Upper Tier Authorities, Assembly, GOEM and other partners making
contributions.
10.1.2 Stuart Young stated that it is proposed to take a delegation from the Leaders’
Board to Brussels to meet with MEPs and partner organisations which will be
hosted by EMEO staff.
10.1.3 Cllr Joan Kirkbride referred Members to a recent delegation from
Northamptonshire County Council that visited the European Office last year.
Cllr Kirkbride stated that the visit proved to be both useful and interesting but
also expressed the concern that perhaps the available information they have is
not used enough.
10.1.4 The general consensus from Members was that this would be useful and
arrangements should be made for a delegation from the Leaders’ Board to visit SY
Brussels.
10.2

Resolution


Members noted the contents of this report.

11.

Future Meeting Dates

11.1

Future meeting of the East Midlands (Shadow) Local Authority Leaders’ Board
are scheduled for:



Friday 11 September 2009 – Rutland County Council, Oakham
Friday 4 December 2009 – County Hall, Matlock, Derbyshire

All meetings will commence at 2.00pm
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4th December 2009

(DRAFT) SCHEME FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF THE EAST MIDLANDS
LEADERS’ BOARD
Synopsis:
The East Midlands Leaders’ Board is required to put together a ‘scheme’ (or proposal)
for its formal establishment and operation. This is a legal requirement of the Local
Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 and the East Midlands
Leaders’ Board is obliged to undertake a formal process of consultation within the
region.

Recommendations:
Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to:


Note that the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009
was granted Royal Assent on 12th November 2009.



Note the associated Guidance as the basis for developing the Scheme.



Consider and endorse the draft Scheme as the basis for the consultation, as referred
to in Section 3 of this report and attached as Appendix 1.



Note the statutory requirement for consultation and related timings for submission of
the Scheme.



Endorse the proposed consultation period of eight weeks.



Note the agreed way forward with the Peak District National Park Authority.
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Establishment of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board: Preparation of Schemes
1.

Introduction

1.1

The Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009
received Royal Assent on 12th November 2009.

1.2

This Act provides for the formal establishment and transfer of responsibilities to
the East Midlands Leaders’ Board.

1.3

Leaders are reminded that upon the SNR Bill receiving Royal Assent, the East
Midlands Leaders’ Board is required to put together a ‘scheme’ (or proposal) for
its formal establishment and operation. This is a legal requirement of the Act
and we will be obliged to formally consult all Local Authorities and Stakeholders
within the region.

1.4

The scheme must meet the criteria laid down by Government guidance. While
we await the final version of the SNR guidance document, we do not anticipate
any significant changes from the draft version previously commented upon.

1.5

Members are reminded of the efforts made in securing agreement to the 9+5
model for the East Midlands Leaders’ Board. Given previous agreement and the
need to focus on delivery rather than return to debates on structures, there is
not an expectation to revisit previous discussions and decisions relating to the
establishment and/or operation of the Board.

1.6

The Government has stated that it does not wish to be prescriptive about
regional structures and working arrangements. All regions are different and it is
therefore important that they should be able to develop arrangements that suit
their particular circumstances. These will be taken into account by the Secretary
of State when considering schemes.

2.

The Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act
2009

2.1

The new Act creates:


The responsibility for developing a single Regional Strategy (thereby
replacing the separate Regional Economic Strategy and Regional Spatial
Strategy) to be developed jointly by the Local Authority Leaders’ Board and
Regional Development Agencies.



A new duty for Local Authorities to undertake an economic assessment of
their area - to ensure that authorities can understand the challenges, make
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informed decisions and contribute to the development of the Regional
Strategy.

2.2



New powers to create 'Economic Prosperity Boards' - to give Local Authorities
the ability to create an executive decision-making body at sub-regional level
to promote economic development and regeneration across council borders,
within the overall framework of the regional strategy.



The creation of Multi Area Agreements (MAAs) with statutory duties - these
will provide a further option for Local Authorities to work together on
economic development by allowing MAAs to be put on a similar statutory
footing to Local Area Agreements.

Clause 71 of the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act
relates to the establishment of Leaders’ Boards.
This Clause states
(subsections):
(1)

The participating authorities in each region other than London must for
the purposes of this Part make a scheme for the establishment and
operation of a body (whether or not incorporated) for the region.

(2)

A body under subsection (1) is to be known as a ‘Leaders’ Board’.

(3)

For the purposes of this section, ‘participating authority’, in relation to a
region, means any of the following authorities whose area falls wholly or
partly within the region:
a)
A district council.
b)
A county council.
c)
A National Park authority.
d)
The Broads Authority.

(4)

Before making a scheme under subsection (1) the participating
authorities in a region must consult such persons (if any) as they consider
appropriate.

(5)

After making a scheme under subsection (1) the participating authorities
in a region must submit it to the Secretary of State for approval.

(6)

If the Secretary of State approves a scheme under subsection (1), the
participating authorities are to establish the body in accordance with the
scheme.

(7)

The Secretary of State may give such sums as the Secretary of State
considers appropriate:
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a)
b)

To a Leaders’ Board, or
To a participating authority in a region in respect of the Leaders’
Board for the region.

(8)

If the Secretary of State considers that a Leaders’ Board established for a
region is not operating effectively, the Secretary of State may by direction
withdraw approval for the scheme under which it is established (and
subsection (6) accordingly ceases to apply in relation to that scheme).

(9)

The Secretary of State must by regulations make provision for Part 5A of
the Local Government Act 1972 (c. 70) (public admission to meetings of
principal councils, public access to documents, etc) to apply in relation to
Leaders’ Boards as it applies in relation to principal councils (within the
meaning of that Part).

(10)

The application referred to in subsection (9) may be with such
modifications as the Secretary of State considers necessary or expedient.
The Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009:
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts2009/ukpga_20090020_en_1:

3.

Draft Scheme

3.1

There is a clear statutory obligation to formally consult and confirm to the
Secretary of State that the proposals for the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are
agreed by participating authorities in advance of the submission of the ‘scheme’.
Participating authorities is taken to mean all Local Authorities in each region.

3.2

The Government’s ‘Guidance on the Establishment of Leaders’ Boards’ will
identify a set of criteria that participating authorities are advised to ensure that
their proposal meets. Therefore, while it risks duplication in places, for
completeness, each requirement is specifically addressed in turn.

3.3

Prior to the formal commencement of the consultation on the scheme, East
Midlands Leaders’ Board members are invited to consider, comment and endorse
the draft scheme. The draft scheme is attached as Appendix 1.

3.4

Respondents will be invited to respond to this consultation by emailing their
comments to consultation@emleadersboard.gov.uk.
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4.

Timing of Consultation and Submission of the Scheme

4.1

It was not permissible to commence the consultation on the scheme or submit a
formal scheme to the Secretary of State until after the Bill had become law and
final Guidance issued.

4.2

Government has stated that it does not intend to prescribe the form of
consultation to be undertaken but the Secretary of State, in considering whether
adequate and effective consultation has taken place, will take into account the
guidance contained in the Government Code of Practice on Consultation.

4.3

A full 12 week consultation process would leave little time for thorough
consideration of responses. The Secretariat is committed to undertaking this
process in an open and transparent way. All responses will be placed on the
website and the issues raised will be specifically responded to.

4.4

As the East Midlands Leaders’ Board has been operating in shadow form for
some time, and we can demonstrate previously secured support, CLG may state
that a reduced consultation period of six weeks on the scheme is likely to be
appropriate (rather than the traditional twelve weeks).

4.5

The central test is whether the consultation process is effective, reasonable and
proportionate. With this in mind, Members are advised to consider a proposed
eight week period of consultation that would end early February. This would
allow sufficient time to respond to partners, agree a scheme for submission to
the Secretary of State and, importantly, enable formal approval before 1st April
2010.

4.6

It is stated that if the Secretary of State has any concerns he will advise the
participating authorities through the Government Office who will seek to broker a
scheme that will be acceptable.

4.7

Members are reminded that in the absence of an approved Leaders’ Board
scheme, the Act provides for the Regional Development Agency to act alone in
relation to the Regional Strategy

5.

National Park Authorities and the Peak District National Park Authority

5.1

In view of the Guidance that requires Leaders’ Boards to offer (where they exist
in a region) at least one seat to National Parks, the East Midlands Leaders’ Board
has reached agreement with the Peak District National Park Authority on
ensuring their interests are reflected on the Board.

5.2

For discussions and decisions relating solely to the development and delivery of
the Regional Strategy, the Chair of the Peak District National Park Authority will
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be invited to make a full contribution through attendance at meetings of the
Leaders’ Board.

5.3

Therefore, in practice, the National Park Authority will expect to have ‘special
membership’ of the Leaders’ Board for the purposes of preparing the Regional
Strategy. It will also expect to be a Member of relevant sub groups established
for this purpose to prepare and monitor the Regional Strategy. It will not expect
to use its membership for engaging in debates that it has no statutory role.

5.4

Consequently, the Peak District National Park Authority would write to CLG/BIS
informing them that they are being offered a position equivalent to a seat on the
Leaders’ Board and as such this would be compliant with Ministerial guidance.

6.

Recommendation:
Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to:

6.1

Note that the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act
2009 was granted Royal Assent on 12th November 2009.

6.2

Note the associated Guidance as the basis for developing the Scheme.

6.3

Consider and endorse the draft Scheme as the basis for the consultation, as
referred to in Section 3 of this report and attached as Appendix 1.

6.4

Note the statutory requirement for consultation and related timings for
submission of the Scheme.

6.5

Endorse the proposed consultation period of eight weeks.

6.6

Note the agreed way forward with the Peak District National Park Authority.

Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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East Midlands Leaders’ Board
Scheme (or Proposal) for the Establishment and Operation of a Leaders’
Board for the Region
Draft for Consultation
In preparing a Leaders’ Board scheme, Government has advised participating authorities
to take account of the ‘guidance on the preparation of schemes’ and, in particular, the 3
broad criteria highlighted below.
1.

It should be streamlined and manageable, able to make strategic, long
term decisions, and able to engage effectively with their region’s RDA:

(a)

How the Leaders’ Board remains streamlined, in terms of size and working
arrangements whilst meeting the other criteria of effectiveness and ability to
represent and retain sufficient authority to speak on behalf of local government
within the region.

1.1

Considerable work was undertaken by Local Authorities within the East Midlands
to reach agreement on the establishment of a Leaders’ Board. The Regional
Ministers view, as stated in his letter dated 16th December 2008 (attached as
Appendix 1a), is that Local Government in the region should adopt the proposed
9+5 model for an East Midlands Leaders’ Board (made up of the Leader of each
of the Unitary and County Authorities in addition to a Leader from one District in
each of the County areas).

1.2

In response to the Regional Minister’s letter, District Leaders were invited to
nominate a representative for membership of the Leaders’ Board (letter attached
as Appendix 1b).

1.3

This model maximises geographical coverage, reflects the two-tier nature of the
region’s Local Government structure and includes one quarter of all Local
Authorities in the region.

1.4

It was agreed that the East Midlands Local Authority Leaders’ Board will have the
following members:
Upper-Tier Authorities





Cllr
Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Hilary Jones
Andrew Lewer
Ross Willmott
David Parsons

(Derby City Council)
(Derbyshire County Council)
(Leicester City Council)
(Leicestershire County Council)
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Cllr
Cllr
Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Martin Hill
Jim Harker
Jon Collins
Kay Cutts
Roger Begy

(Lincolnshire County Council)
(Northamptonshire County Council)
(Nottingham City Council)
(Nottinghamshire County Council)
(Rutland County Council)

District Authorities






Cllr
Cllr
Cllr
Cllr
Cllr

Ernie White
Lewis Rose
Neil Clarke
Gary Porter
Sandra Barnes

(Blaby District Council)
(Derbyshire Dales District Council)
(Rushcliffe Borough Council)
(South Holland District Council)
(South Northamptonshire District Council)

(b)

Explain the voting rights of all Board members on matters related to the
preparation and implementation of the Regional Strategy.

1.5

The preferred method of decision making at all meetings of the Board and sub
groups shall be by consensus, but if any Member requests a ballot then each
Member shall each have a single vote.

(c)

How the Leaders’ Board will engage with the RDA, in particular the process by
which joint decisions will be made.

1.6

The Regional SNR Change Management Plan proposed that a Joint Strategy
Advisory Board (Joint Strategy Advisory Board) is established as a joint
instrument of the Local Authority Leaders’ Board and the emda Board.

1.7

The Joint Strategy Advisory Board is made up of 3 members of the Local
Authority Leaders’ Board and 3 members of the emda Board and is chaired by a
Local Authority Leaders’ Board representative.

1.8

The purpose of the Joint Strategy Advisory Board will be to support and advise
the Local Authority Leaders’ Board and the emda Board in discharging their joint
responsibility to develop, implement and monitor the Regional Strategy, as set
out in the Local Democracy Economic Development & Construction Act.

1.9

The Terms of Reference of the Joint Strategy Advisory Board are agreed as:



Oversee the completion of the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) Partial Review
(as a review of parts of the first interim Regional Strategy).
Oversee the development of the evidence base to support the Regional
Strategy.
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Develop and keep under review the Regional Strategy and advise the Local
Authority Leaders’ Board and the emda Board on the content of the Regional
Strategy in order to secure Ministerial endorsement.
Develop and monitor the delivery of the Regional Strategy Project Plan,
Statement of Community Involvement and Sustainability Appraisal.
Develop and keep under review the Regional Strategy Implementation Plan,
outlining how the Strategy will be delivered.
Monitor the implementation of the Regional Strategy and submit an Annual
Monitoring Report to Government in the required format.
Oversee advice to Local Planning Authorities and Local Transport Authorities
on the conformity between relevant plans and major planning applications
and the Regional Strategy.
Agree regional responses to Draft National Policy Statements prepared by
Government and relevant planning applications made to the national
Infrastructure Planning Commission.
Establish and oversee a number of supporting working groups and consider
their advice on relevant matters.
Ensure the engagement of regional stakeholders in the development and
delivery of the Regional Strategy through appropriate channels and
governance arrangements.

1.10

The Joint Strategy Team (made up of staff from emda and East Midlands
Councils) will support and advise the Joint Strategy Advisory Board in discharging
its responsibilities.

1.11

The Joint Strategy Team will also be responsible for supporting and coordinating
the activities of the Joint Strategy Advisory Board’s advisory and working groups.

(d)

The procedure or method that the Leaders’ Board will employ to deal with
situations where agreement cannot be reached between the Board and the RDA.

1.12

This is an unhelpful asymmetric requirement of Leaders’ Boards. While an
important requirement for both the East Midlands Leaders’ Board and the emda
Board to agree this ‘procedure’, it is not considered appropriate to include as a
requirement of the Leaders’ Board scheme.

1.13

However, for the avoidance of doubt, the establishment of the Joint Strategy
Advisory Board, through locking together emda and East Midlands Leaders’
Board Members within a single advisory board, should minimise and address
situations where agreement cannot be reached between the East Midlands
Leaders’ Board and emda Board.

1.14

If this arrangement is unable to resolve disagreement, then the Chairs, ViceChairs and Chief Officers of respective Boards should meet in order to broker
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proposals for subsequent agreement by their Boards.
GOEM would be invited to support these discussions.

The Regional Director,

(e)

The streamlined procedures and structures to be put in place to enable members
and officers of Leaders’ Boards to deliver effective and timely decision making at
the appropriate level.

1.15

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board will be held quarterly. However, extraordinary
meetings would be called at the discretion of the Chair and Vice-Chair.

1.16

To enable the effective development and delivery of the Regional Strategy, the
Joint Strategy Advisory Board and associated sub-groups will have appropriate
levels of delegated authority in order to discharge their advisory responsibilities.

1.17

The Secretariat working directly to the East Midlands Leaders’ Board will be
responsible for implementing the decisions of the Board.

1.18

The senior officer of the Secretariat will be directly accountable to the Board.

1.19

The Joint Strategy Advisory Board will be responsible for developing a joint
project plan (approved by the East Midlands Leaders’ Board and emda Board) for
the development and delivery of the Regional Strategy.

(f)

How the Leaders’ Board will refresh or re-elect its membership or change its
rules. The provision of the rules or constitution of the Leaders’ Board would be
helpful.

1.20

The following terms of office are agreed:



The Leader of each Upper-Tier Authority is a ‘permanent’ member of the
LALB.
The Districts in each County area will be responsible for nominating its
Member (and ‘named alternate’ Member) for the timescale that they regard
as appropriate.

1.21

Alterations to this Constitution shall be made only by the Board at each Annual
Meeting or any Extraordinary General Meeting. This is on the basis of a simple
majority with the Chair having a casting vote in the event of a tied vote.

1.22

The Constitution for the East Midlands Leaders’ Board is attached to this scheme
(as Appendix 1c).
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2.

Representative of Local Government across the whole of their region –
including representatives from e.g. key sub-regions, upper and lower
tier authorities, the main political groupings:

(a)

The way representation, on the Leaders’ Board, of participating authorities from
across the region will work.

2.1

The East Midlands proposes to adopt the 9+5 model for a Leaders’ Board on the
following basis:



The Leader of each of the Unitary and County Authorities.
The Leader from one District Authority in each of the County areas.

This model maximises geographical coverage, includes representatives from key subregions and reflects the two-tier nature of the region’s Local Government structure.

(b)

Each type of participating authority (including National Parks and the Broads
authorities, where they exist) must be offered at least one seat on the Leaders’
Board.

2.2

In view of the requirement that Leaders’ Boards offer (where they exist in a
region) at least one seat to National Parks, the East Midlands Leaders’ Board has
reached agreement with the Peak District National Park Authority on ensuring
their interests are reflected on the Board.

2.3

For discussions and decisions relating solely to the development and delivery of
the Regional Strategy, the Chair of the Peak District National Park Authority will
be invited to make a full contribution through attendance at meetings of the
Leaders’ Board.

2.4

Therefore, in practice, the National Park Authority will expect to have ‘special
membership’ of the Leaders’ Board for the purposes of preparing the Regional
Strategy. It will also expect to be a Member of relevant sub groups established
for this purpose to prepare and monitor the Regional Strategy and be part of any
decision making body arrived at for the purposes of the Regional Strategy. It will
not expect to use its membership for engaging in debates that it has no statutory
role.

2.5

Consequently, it is agreed that the Peak District National Park Authority would
write to CLG/BIS informing them that they are being offered a position
equivalent to a seat on the Leaders’ Board and as such this would be compliant
with Ministerial guidance.

(c)

How the interests of key sub regions will be represented on the Board
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2.6

The Secretary of State is reminded that the adopted 9+5 model for the East
Midlands Leaders’ Board supports the membership of:




2.7

4 Unitary Authorities (including the 3 cities of Derby, Leicester and
Nottingham)
5 County Authorities
5 District Authorities (one from each County area)

Therefore, the interests of key sub-regions (be they city, urban, city-county,
county and rural) are all able to be reflected in decision making.

(d)
(i)
(ii)

The extent that the Leaders’ Board will be representative of:
The main political parties;
Minor parties, including independents.

2.8

Membership of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board reflects the political control of
the region’s Local Authorities. Consequently, Members agreed a Conservative
Chairman (Cllr David Parsons CBE) and a Labour Vice-Chairman (Cllr Jon Collins).

2.9

On the basis of current political control, the Conservatives, Labour and Liberal
Democrat parties are all represented.

2.10

East Midlands Councils, the wider Local Government consultative forum, will have
Membership from each of the region’s Local Authorities and will include an
additional 46 members appointed on the basis of the region’s political balance.

3.

Comprised of local authority leaders, who are members with sufficient
authority to act on behalf of all Local Government in the region:

(a)
How members of the Leaders’ Board will have sufficient seniority and
sufficient powers invested in them to be able to make binding decisions on
behalf of all authorities in the region. Members of Leaders’ Boards must be
elected members but need not necessarily be Leaders of participating authorities.
3.1

It should be noted that the regional partners believe the term ‘Leaders’ Board’
referred to in the SNR legislation is not accidental. It is the clear intention of
Local Authorities that all Members of such a Board are expected to be Leaders of
their respective Local Authorities however they are appointed to the Leaders’
Board.

3.2

In order to respond to the challenges posed by SNR it has been necessary to
undertake a full review of the regional architecture in order to establish a more
effective governance structure for strategic policy development and delivery.
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3.3

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board will be the strategic decision making body on
issues of interest and relevance to Local Authorities at the regional level.

3.4

The Local Authority Leaders’ Board is at the centre of any revised regional
architecture from the Local Authority perspective. The East Midlands Leaders’
Board will be the strategic decision making body on issues of interest and
relevance to Local Authorities at the regional level. A strong voice on behalf of
Local Government is needed to:






Provide leadership on behalf of Local Government in the region and develop
effective partnerships with key organisations, e.g. emda, GOEM, Homes and
Communities Agency, Environment Agency, Strategic Health Authority and
wider stakeholders (including the business, environmental and
community/voluntary sectors).
In conjunction with emda, joint responsibility for agreeing the Single Regional
Strategy, including its drafting, implementation and monitoring of its delivery.
Influence Government in those critical areas and agree key strategies and
investment plans, e.g. Regional Funding Advice.
Act as the decision-making executive for East Midlands Councils.

(b)
How all participating authorities will engage with the Leaders’ Board and
be involved in the preparation or revision of the Regional Strategy.
3.5

Given the need for the revised governance arrangements to be representative of,
and responsive to, Local Government in each region it is agreed that there is
both a need and role for a regional partnership organisation of all Local
Authorities.

3.6

The regional partnership of Local Authorities, called East Midlands Councils, is
developed within an optional balance between four principles of effective
governance:





3.7

Political balance
Leadership
Streamlined
Inclusivity

It is agreed that East Midlands Councils is developed within the following
principles:



To represent the interest of all 46 Local Authorities in the region.
To act as a representative and influencing body.
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To provide a line of accountability from the Leaders’ Board to wider Local
Government.
To make appointments to national and regional bodies in liaison with the East
Midlands Local Authority Leaders’ Board.
To provide a reporting mechanism for regional Local Government
partnerships, e.g. RIEP.
To consider how its relationship with national LGA can best be structured.
Meets at least bi-annually.
The Leaders’ Board will report progress in developing and delivering the
Regional Strategy.
East Midlands Councils would have no executive decision making
responsibilities. Its role is to specifically act as a wider Local Government
forum.

3.8

Development of the Regional Strategy will be a consultative process. If the East
Midlands Leaders’ Board is to represent the views of Local Authorities, then it is
important that it is able to engage with a wider consultative forum to ensure that
decisions appropriately reflect local, sub-regional and regional priorities.

3.9

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board will consult with all Local Authorities in the
development, agreement and delivery of the Regional Strategy.

(c)

3.10

What mechanism is to be used by participating authorities to select an
individual to represent their interests on the Leaders’ Board.

The following terms of office are agreed:





The Leader of each Upper-Tier Authority is a ‘permanent’ member of the
LALB.
The Districts in each County area will be responsible for nominating its
Member (and ‘named alternate’ Member) for the timescale that they regard
as appropriate.
It is appropriate that District Councils themselves within each County area
manage their own nomination process.

(d) How the Leaders’ Board will be held to account by the participating
authorities.
3.11

East Midlands Councils will be developed within the following principles:





To represent the interest of all 46 Local Authorities in the region.
To act as a representative and influencing body.
To provide a line of accountability from the Leaders’ Board to wider Local
Government.
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3.12

East Midlands Councils, the proposed consultative form of all Local Authorities,
will hold the East Midlands Leaders’ Board to account in developing and
delivering the Regional Strategy.

3.13

The principle that the Leaders’ Board, by acting on behalf of all the regions’ Local
Authorities needs to be accountable to all Local Authorities, is central to the
revised regional governance arrangements. This is reflected in the proposed
relationship between the East Midlands Leaders’ Board and East Midlands
Councils.

Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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414 Richmond House
79 Whitehall
London
SW1A 2NS

Cllr David Parsons
Chair of East Midlands Regional Assembly
First Floor, Council Offices
Nottingham Road
Melton Mowbray
Leicestershire
East Midlands
LE13 0UL

16 December 2008

Dear David

As you know, Government recently published its response to the consultation on the SubNational Review (SNR) and a Bill has now been introduced in the House of Lords which
sets out the legislation required to implement the various measures. Central to the new
arrangements is the need for a Leaders’ Board in each region which will be under a joint
duty with the RDA Board to develop and deliver the single strategy for the region.
I am aware of the considerable work that has already been undertaken within the East
Midlands to reach agreement to a Leaders’ Board (or forum as it was previously known). In
particular, I know how much effort you have made to try and ensure the region moves
forward on this issue and I want to convey my thanks to you for this.
My understanding is that the 9 + 5 model for a Leaders’ Board in the region (made up of the
Leader of each of the unitary and county authorities in addition to a Leader from one district
in each of the county areas) is still under discussion. I am of the firm view that the time has
come to draw a line under the debate and that local government in the region should agree
quickly to adopt this model which meets the criteria which the government has set out.
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The SNR gives considerable latitude and responsibility to individual regions in determining
the structures and processes to deliver outcomes of the SNR. The government is expecting
the Leaders’ Board, with the RDA and the Assembly in each region, with the support of
Government Offices, to produce a change programme plan by March 2009. This is a
challenging timetable and my officials at the Government Office have already begun
discussions with officials from EMRA, emda and a number of local authorities (unitary,
county and district) in the form of a working group to develop proposals for the
implementation of SNR. It is vital that the Leaders’ Board is able to come together in the
new year so that this working group can take its proposals forward for decision making.
Once again, I wish to thank you for your role in the many discussions that have taken place
over the last year regarding the role of local government in regional governance. I am sure
that you share my view that it is now important for the region collectively to put in place
quickly the arrangements that will deliver the improved economic outcomes that the East
Midlands needs and deserves.
I am copying this letter to the Leaders of the local authorities in the region, the Chairman of
the Peak District National Park Authority, Bryan Jackson, Chair of emda.

PHIL HOPE
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Dear
District Authority Membership of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board
I understand that you have received a copy of the letter (dated 16th December
2008) sent to me by the Regional Minister, Phil Hope MP, regarding the
establishment of a Leaders’ Board in the region.
In this letter, the Regional Minister states his firm view that we, as Local
Government Leaders, should now agree to the proposed 9+5 model for a
Leaders’ Board in the region (comprising the Leader of each of the Unitary and
County authorities in addition to a Leader from one District in each of the County
areas). The Regional Minister further emphasised the need to move quickly to
the implementation of this agreed model in order that we may deliver the
anticipated outcomes of the SNR.
Consequently, I invite you, in consultation with other District Leaders in your
County area, to nominate a representative for membership of the Leaders’ Board.
You are, of course, free to nominate the representative through District
Authorities’ own agreed processes. However, in view of the challenging
timetable we are all obliged to work within, I ask that you inform me of the agreed
representative by Friday 16th January 2009. This will enable the region to
establish its Leaders’ Board, as required by Government, and to agree further
proposals for the implementation of SNR in the East Midlands.
I appreciate your support during this process and look forward to working
together in the implementation of a successful Leaders’ Board. I am also copying
this letter to the Regional Minister, Leaders of each Unitary and County Authority,
the Chair of the Peak District National Park Authority and Bryan Jackson, Chair
of emda.
Yours sincerely

Cllr David Parsons
Chair
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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East Midlands Leaders’ Board Constitution
1.

Name

1.1

The Board shall be known as ‘The East Midlands Local Authority Leaders Board’
(hereinafter called ‘the Board’).

2.

The Region

2.1

The geographical area covered by the Board (hereinafter called ‘the region’) shall
comprise Derby City, Derbyshire, Leicester City, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire,
Nottingham City, Nottinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Rutland and for Regional
Strategy purposes, the Peak District National Park.

3.

Roles and Responsibilities

3.1

The roles and responsibilities of the Board shall be to:
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Create a sense of identity and direction for the region.
Improve the quality of life for people who live and work in the Region by
incorporating the principles of sustainable economic growth and
development, social inclusion, and wider sustainability into all the
activities of the Leaders’ Board and influencing other regional partners in
these respects.
In conjunction with emda, joint responsibility for agreeing the Single
Regional Strategy, including its drafting, implementation and monitoring
of its delivery.
Influence Government in those critical areas where its decisions are vital
for the region’s future.
Influence key regional strategies and investment plans, e.g. Regional
Funding Advice.
To provide leadership on behalf of Local Government in the region.
To promote the interest of the region nationally and internationally and
with Government and European agencies.
To act as the decision-making executive for any regional local
government organisation.
Approve and amend the Constitution and Standing Orders.
Appoint its Chair and Vice Chair.
Appoint representatives to outside bodies.
Establish any sub-groups, appointing their Chairs and determining their
terms of reference.
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4.

Membership of the Board

4.1

The Board will consist of 14 Members. Membership will be on the basis of:
a)

Leader of each of the Unitary and County Authorities (9 Members).

b)

Leader from one District Authority in each of the County areas (5 Members).

4.2

For discussions and decisions relating solely to the development, delivery and
monitoring of the Regional Strategy, the Chair of the Peak District National Park
Authority will be invited to make a full contribution through attendance at
meetings of the Leaders’ Board.

5.

Terms of Office

5.1

The following terms of office are proposed:


The Leader of each Upper-Tier Authority is a ‘permanent’ member of the
LALB.



The Districts in each County area will be responsible for nominating its
Member (and ‘named alternate’ Member) for the timescale that they regard
as appropriate.

6.

Alternate Members

6.1

Members of the Leaders’ Board may authorise a ‘named alternate member’ who,
in the event of a nominated member being unable to attend any meeting of the
LALB, may attend, speak and vote on their behalf at that meeting.

6.2

Consequently, it is suggested that:

7.

a)

Upper-Tier Authority representatives may nominate the Deputy Leader
from their Authority as their ‘named alternate member’.

b)

District Authority representatives may nominate a ‘named alternate
member’ who is a Leader of a District Authority within their County area.

c)

Only ‘named alternate members’ should be permitted to attend the
meetings of the Local Authority Leaders’ Board.

Termination of Membership
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7.1

In accordance with the membership requirements of the Local Authority Leaders’
Board, as specified in section 4, any member wishing to resign from the Board
may do so at any time by writing to the Secretariat.

7.2

In the case of District Authorities, the Secretariat shall arrange with the District
Authorities in that County area for a replacement member to be nominated as
soon as is practicable.

7.3

Any Member shall cease to be a member of the Board if s/he ceases to be a
Leader of the Local Authority to which he/she has been elected.

8.

Participating Observers

8.1

Local Authority Chief Executives and the Regional Director of GOEM shall be
invited to attend meetings of the Board as participating observers. These
participating observers shall be entitled to receive all papers circulated for
consideration at Board meetings and shall be entitled to speak at such meetings
but shall not be entitled to participate in any vote.

8.2

Local Authority Chief Executives and the Regional Director of GOEM shall
nominate a ‘named substitute’ who, on their behalf, may attend as a participating
observer at any meeting of the LALB.

8.3

At the discretion of the Board, representatives from outside bodies may be
invited to attend a full or part meeting of the Board.

9.

Meetings of the Board

9.1

Annual Meeting

9.1.1

The Annual Meeting of the Board shall be held in July of each year for the
purposes of appointing a Chair and Vice Chair, considering making any necessary
amendments to this Constitution and any associated Standing Orders.

9.2

Election of Chair and Vice Chair

9.2.1

At each Annual Meeting the Board shall elect from amongst its members a Chair
and a Vice Chair. Any vacancy arising in any of these offices shall be filled at the
next meeting following the occurrence of the vacancy.

9.3

Frequency of Meetings

9.3.1

The Board shall meet quarterly on such days and at such times as it shall have
determined at the Annual Meeting unless in the opinion of the Chair, in
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consultation with the Vice-Chair, the business to be transacted does not warrant
the holding of a meeting, or s/he considers that an additional meeting is
warranted.
9.3.2

A Special Meeting of the Board shall be convened on a minimum of 21 clear
days.

9.3.3

Notice following receipt by the Secretariat of a request from the Chair or from
not less than five Members.

9.4

Place of Meetings

9.4.1

Meetings of the Board shall rotate amongst Members of the Board.

9.5

Quorum

9.5.1

The quorum for meetings of the Board shall be one quarter of its regular or
alternate Members.

9.6

Voting

9.6.1

The preferred method of decision making at all meetings of the Board and sub
groups shall be by consensus, but if any Member requests a ballot then each
Member shall each have a single vote.

9.6.2

For decisions relating solely to the development, delivery and monitoring of the
Regional Strategy, the Chair of the Peak District National Park Authority shall
have a single vote.

9.7

Agenda and Reports

9.7.1

Copies of the Agenda for meetings of the Board shall be circulated to Members
normally at least seven days before the meeting, together with any relevant
reports and documents.

9.7.2

Unless otherwise agreed in advance, papers shall be circulated by post and also
via email.

9.7.3

Matters for inclusion in the agendas and any other reports or documents shall be
sent to the Secretariat at least 10 days before the meeting.
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9.8

Openness Policy

9.8.1

Meetings of the Board will be subject to the same rules of openness as applies to
normal meetings of Councils, specifically public admission to meetings and public
access to documents.

9.8.2

All papers unless of a sensitive and/or personal nature, will be placed on the
relevant website and available for public access in advance of meetings of the
Board.

10.

Alterations to the Constitution

10.1

Alterations to this Constitution shall be made only by the Board at each Annual
Meeting or any Extraordinary General Meeting. This is on the basis of a simple
majority with the Chair having a casting vote in the event of a tied vote.
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4th December 2009

REGIONAL GOVERNANCE AND WORKING ARRANGEMENTS

Synopsis:
The implementation of the SNR legislation requires the establishment of revised regional
governance and working arrangements.
A revised regional governance structure is proposed that is streamlined and fit for
purpose and reflects the leadership and strategic delivery responsibilities of Local
Authorities.

Recommendation:


Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to endorse the governance
structure as detailed in this report.
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Regional Governance and Working Arrangements
1.

Background

1.1

The implementation of SNR requires the establishment of a revised regional
governance model. The specific changes include:



Regional Assemblies abolished by end-March 2010
The establishment of a Local Authority Leaders’ Board and its co-responsibility
with emda Board for the development and delivery of the Regional Strategy.

1.2

It is clear that SNR not only requires a revised regional governance structure but
also provides a timely opportunity to rationalise and improve the wider regional
partnership arrangements for Local Authorities in the East Midlands.

1.3

A revised regional governance structure is therefore proposed that is streamlined
and fit for purpose and reflects the leadership and strategic delivery responsibilities
of Local Authorities.

2.

Scope of the Review

2.1

The current regional arrangements (in so far as they relate to Local Authorities)
include the following partnerships/organisations:





9Cs Cities and Counties Partnership
East Midlands Regional Assembly
Local Government East Midlands
Regional Improvement and Efficiency Partnership

2.2

Any proposals to establish a new and more effective regional architecture should
make more efficient use of Local Government resources. In developing these
proposals there is an opportunity to establish a single platform that supports the
range of Local Authority roles and responsibilities at the regional level.

2.3

In doing so, we should remain sensitive of the need to fully engage both tiers of
Local Government and ensure the revised architecture is compliant with partner
and SNR expectations.
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3.

Principles of the Review

3.1

Members previously agreed that any review of regional governance should be
developed within the following principles:


The review should deliver organisational and operational efficiencies on behalf
of Local Government.



The revised governance arrangements should be developed with the context of
the SNR and specifically the Local Authority Leaders’ Board.



Any Local Government support organisation and staff resource should be
focused upon the functions of the revised governance structure.



There is need for a Local Government representative body. This will be called
‘East Midlands Councils’.
To address the ineffectiveness of current
arrangements there is no appetite for recreating ‘Local Government East
Midlands’ or the East Midlands Regional Assembly.



Specific consideration should be given to the role of the 9Cs (Counties and
Cities) in the revised arrangements.



The revised regional governance structure should be implemented by 1st April
2010 in accordance with the enactment of SNR legislation and the
organisational changes that will result, e.g. dissolution of the East Midlands
Regional Assembly.



While there will be a General Election at the latest in May 2010, the region is
obliged to respond to legislation and the requirements placed upon it by SNR.



In undertaking their roles, in particular the statutory responsibilities of the East
Midlands Leaders’ Board, the revised Local Authority partnership structure will
require appropriate support structures, both staffing and financial.

4.

East Midlands Leaders’ Board - Roles and Responsibilities

4.1

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board will be the strategic decision making body on
issues of interest and relevance to Local Authorities at the regional level. We need
a strong voice on behalf of Local Government to:
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Provide leadership on behalf of Local Government in the region and develop
effective partnerships with key organisations, e.g. emda, GOEM, Homes and
Communities Agency, Environment Agency, Strategic Health Authority and
wider
stakeholders
(including
the
business,
environmental
and
community/voluntary sectors).
In conjunction with emda, joint responsibility for agreeing the Single Regional
Strategy, including its drafting, implementation and monitoring of its delivery.
Influence Government in those critical areas and agree key strategies and
investment plans, e.g. Regional Funding Advice.
Act as the decision-making executive for East Midlands Councils.

4.2

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board, as the decision making executive on behalf of
Local Authorities and its statutory role in relation to the development, agreement
and monitoring of the Regional Strategy, will be the focus of the staff and wider
resource structures.

5.

East Midlands Councils - Roles and Responsibilities

5.1

The review of the Local Government East Midlands and development of proposals
for East Midlands Council has been led by Cllr Martin Hill, Chair LGEM.

5.2

The need for an effective regional consultative forum representing and including all
Local Authorities has been agreed by Members and will be developed within the
following principles:










To represent the interest of all 46 Local Authorities in the region.
To act as a representative and influencing body.
To provide a line of accountability from the Leaders’ Board to wider Local
Government.
To bring together political Group Leaders within the East Midlands Councils
structure.
To make appointments to national and regional bodies in liaison with the East
Midlands Local Authority Leaders’ Board.
To provide a reporting and governance mechanism for regional Local
Government partnerships, e.g. Regional Improvement and Efficiency
Partnership.
To provide appropriate support services to Local Government.
To establish an effective relationship with national LGA.
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5.3

Members further agreed that East Midlands Councils will consist of 98 Members:






92 Local Authority Members.
Comprised of 46 Local Authority Members (one per Member Authority chosen
by each participating Authority) and 46 additional ‘balancing’ places allocated
on the basis of regional political proportionality (a process managed by ‘political
group’ leaders).
2 Fire and Rescue Authority Members.
2 Police Authority Members.
2 Parish and Town Council representatives.

5.4

To ensure effective governance of East Midlands Councils and the East Midlands
Leaders’ Board, both will be led by the same Chairman. To support cross party
political ownership, East Midlands Councils will have 4 Vice-Chairs comprising the
group leaders of each of the four main political groups.

5.5

We expect the new arrangements to formally come into effect from April 2010. In
advance of this we will continue to develop proposals, including any ‘thematic
groups’ and accountability/scrutiny arrangements, for subsequent consultation and
agreement.

6.

Other Local Government Partnerships

6.1

The East Midlands Improvement and Efficiency Board will sit within the East
Midlands Councils’ structure.

6.2

The East Midlands Improvement and Efficiency Board will report upon its activities
to the East Midlands Leaders’ Board to support appropriate governance and
accountability.

6.3

It has been agreed that the Leaders of the 9 Cities and Counties will no longer
meet separately. However, Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board
previously agreed that should Leaders of the 9Cs wish to meet on specific issues,
or indeed should District Leaders wish to meet, then provisions will be made to
support this through East Midlands Councils.

7.

Staff Resources

7.1

An integrated staff support structure will be established that will work to the
revised regional Local Government arrangements through integrating the staffing
arrangements of the current East Midlands Regional Assembly and Local
Government East Midlands.
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7.2

EMRA and LGEM staff are currently employed by Leicestershire County Council who
acts as host employer and accountable body.

7.3

Government guidance states that TUPE/COSOP 1 is expected to apply to Regional
Assembly staff alongside the transfer of roles and responsibilities. The actual legal
transfer of staff would only apply if staff are transferred from one employing
organisation to another. It follows that the proposed governance arrangements do
not oblige any TUPE/COSOP process for redeploying the staff that currently work
to EMRA if current employment arrangements remain.

7.4

However, to maximise efficiency gains a process of ‘slotting’ staff to posts will be
undertaken to ensure that staff are appropriately deployed to deliver upon revised
roles.

7.5

It was agreed through the Regional Change Management Plan that the coresponsibility of emda Board and the East Midlands Leaders’ Board for the Regional
Strategy is reflected by integrating the relevant staff of both emda and Local
Government arrangements within a ‘virtual’ joint team.

7.6

On issues that relate to the Regional Strategy the joint team would work to the
Joint Strategy Advisory Board. This approach benefits from ease of establishment
and TUPE would not apply to either emda or EMRA staff. Similarly, there would
also be no corresponding transfer of potential pension and redundancy liabilities.

7.7

Overall accountability of all staff working to the revised Local Authority partnership
arrangements would be to the East Midlands Leaders’ Board.

7.8

Senior staff of both emda and LALB, in discharging their Regional Strategy
responsibilities, would be operationally accountable to the Joint Strategy Advisory
Board for delivery.

7.9

The establishment of a ’virtual’ joint team does not prejudice the development of a
more formalised integrated staffing structure should that be desirable to Members
and partners in the future.

1

TUPE – Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations; COSOP – Cabinet
Office Statement of Practice (on Staff Transfers in the Public Sector)
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8.

Financial Resources

8.1

The new arrangements will deliver a more effective representative role for Local
Authorities and greater involvement in decision making where it applies to the
regional level. It is expected that this will be delivered at less financial cost to
partner authorities than currently is the case.

8.2

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board and the umbrella body, East Midlands Councils,
will have two principal roles; development and delivery of the Regional Strategy
and wider Local Government services and representation.

8.3

Funding for the East Midlands Leaders’ Board and East Midlands Councils will
primarily be from 4 sources:





CLG grant – specifically in relation to the Regional Strategy
Local Authority subscriptions
Income generation from consultancy activities
Other programme support, e.g. Home Office migration work

8.4

Regional Strategy related activity will be resourced through use of CLG grant.
Non-Regional Strategy activities are not eligible for use of CLG grant and will be
resourced through other income streams.

8.5

Local Authorities currently contribute £9500 per annum to Local Government East
Midlands and this will roll forward into East Midlands Councils. While the outcome
of the business planning process will confirm the proposed level of subscriptions,
there is a guarantee that they will not increase.

8.6

The 9 City and County Authorities currently contribute £15,000 to the 9Cs
partnership. The business planning process will confirm proposals whether some,
if any, of this funding should be allocated to the East Midlands Leaders’ Board to
support the delivery of its strategic responsibilities over and above the Regional
Strategy (to which CLG grant applies).

9.

Recommendation

Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to endorse the governance
structure as detailed in this report.

Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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4th December 2009

UPDATE ON THE JOINT STRATEGY ADVISORY BOARD

Synopsis:
This paper seeks Member endorsement of the Draft Terms of Reference agreed at the
first shadow meeting of the JSAB, and Members views on the configuration and
membership of Working Group arrangements to support the Joint Strategy Advisory
Board.

Recommendations:


Members endorse the JSAB Terms of Reference set out under Section 2 of this
Report; and



Members agree a preferred approach to Working Group configuration and
membership for discussion at the next JSAB meeting.



Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to note the contents of the
report.
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An Update on the Joint Strategy Advisory Board (JSAB)
This paper seeks Member endorsement of the Draft Terms of Reference agreed at the
first shadow meeting of the JSAB, and Members views on the configuration and
membership of Working Group arrangements to support the JSAB.
1.

Introduction

1.1

The establishment of the JSAB was agreed through the SNR Change
Management Plan in February 2009. It brings together three Members of the
Leaders’ Board with three Members of the emda Board to advise on the
development, implementation and monitoring of the Regional Strategy. Cllr Jim
Harker, Cllr Jon Collins and Cllr Gary Porter are the three Leaders’ Board
nominations to the JSAB, with Cllr Harker acting as Chair. Executive support for
JSAB will be provided by a ‘virtual’ Joint Strategy Team, comprising relevant
officers from emda and East Midlands Councils.

1.2

A first shadow meeting of the JSAB took place on the 7 October 2009. An initial
discussion took place on the Terms of Reference and the support structures
required to ensure the JSAB can deliver across the range of issues that will need
to be addressed by the Regional Strategy.

1.3

In preparation for the next shadow JSAB meeting, the Leaders Board is asked to
endorse the JSAB Terms of Reference, and to advise on a preferred approach the
configuration and membership of supporting Working Group arrangements.

2.

JSAB Terms of Reference

2.1

Proposed JSAB Terms of Reference are set out below for endorsement by the
Leaders’ Board:








Oversee the completion of the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) Partial Review (as
a review of parts of the first interim Regional Strategy).
Oversee the development of the evidence base to support the Regional Strategy.
Develop and keep under review the Regional Strategy and advise the Local
Authority Leaders’ Board and the emda Board on the content of the Regional
Strategy in order to secure Ministerial endorsement.
Develop and monitor the delivery of the Regional Strategy Project Plan,
Statement of Community Involvement and Sustainability Appraisal.
Develop and keep under review the Regional Strategy Implementation Plan,
outlining how the Strategy will be delivered.
Monitor the implementation of the Regional Strategy and submit an Annual
Monitoring Report to Government in the required format.
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Oversee advice to Local Planning Authorities and Local Transport Authorities
on the conformity between relevant plans and major planning applications
and the Regional Strategy.
Agree regional responses to Draft National Policy Statements prepared by
Government and relevant planning applications made to the national
Infrastructure Planning Commission.
Establish and oversee a number of supporting working groups and consider
their advice on relevant matters.
Ensure the engagement of regional stakeholders in the development and
delivery of the Regional Strategy through appropriate channels and
governance arrangements.

2.2

Whilst it is envisaged that the JSAB will help to minimise the chances of the
Leaders’ Board and the emda Board failing to agree, as an advisory body it
cannot be used as a mechanism to resolve ‘deadlock’. A proposed approach to
resolving any deadlock situation is set out in the Draft Leaders’ Board Scheme.

3.

JSAB Support Structures

3.1

Given the breadth and depth of the Regional Strategy, the JSAB will require
mechanisms to engage the knowledge, expertise and ownership of a wide range
of stakeholders as well as all local authorities. There are a wide range of possible
options for how support structures could be configured, and the proposed
approach has been informed by a range of considerations:
•
•
•

•
•

3.2

The broad scope of the Regional Strategy (RS);
The need for the RS to be integrated and deliver the outcome of sustainable
economic growth and contribute to sustainable development;
The different functions that the emda and the Leaders’ Board will be required
to discharge (requirement for ongoing stakeholder involvement, strategy
development, implementation and investment planning, monitoring and
conformity checking);
The desire to bring stakeholders together to help manage potential policy
conflicts early in the development process; and
The need for mechanisms through which stakeholder resources (people and
potentially funding) can be mobilised and directed to support the RS
development, and ultimately delivery processes.

As a result, the following JSAB support structures have been proposed, illustrated
in the diagram below.
•
•
•

Stakeholder Advisory Group;
Sustainable Development Advisory Group; and
A small number of thematic Working Groups
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East Midlands Regional Strategy
Structures
emda
Board

LALB
Joint
Strategy Advisory
Board

Joint Strategy
Team
SD Advisory
Group

Stakeholder
Advisory
Group

Thematic Working Groups

4.

Working Groups

4.1

Whilst there seems to be a degree of consensus about the role and functions of
the SD Advisory Group (linked to the statutory requirements for various appraisal
processes) and the Stakeholder Advisory Group (linked to the statutory
requirement for a Statement of Community Involvement), there has been more
debate about the configuration and membership of the proposed ‘thematic’
Working Groups.

4.2

Working Group Configuration
Members have expressed an understandable desire to limit the number of
thematic working groups to reduce ‘regional clutter’. However, this consideration
has to be weighed against the breadth of issues that the Regional Strategy will
be asked to address. A number of key functions (or Government ‘asks’) for the
Regional Strategy are set out in the legislation (the LDEDC Act), the Draft Policy
Statement for Regional Strategies, and other Government Policy including
Planning Policy Statements on various topics. These are summarised below. This
is not an exclusive list – just the main ‘headlines’. Other issues may emerge,
particularly as the economic policy ‘asks’ may be clarified by BIS through
the publication shortly of the National Economic Development Framework.
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Function
Housing provision by Housing Market Area
(HMA) & Local Planning Authority (LPA)
Affordable Housing provision by HMA
Pitch Provision for Gypsies & Travellers by
LPA
Regional target for development of new
housing on brownfield land
Regional Approach to combating
Homelessness and supporting vulnerable
people
Distribution and monitoring of HCA
Affordable Housing Programme at subregional level (£105 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of HCA Local
Authority Decent Homes investment to
LHAs & ALMOs (£20 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of CLG Private
Sector Decent Homes investment to LHAs
(£27 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of G&T Site
Grant to LHAs (£3.5 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of Regional
Housing Research Pot (700k pa)
Regional/sub-regional Regeneration
Priority Areas
Regional/sub-regional Retail
Hierarchy/Strategy
Employment Land priorities by
HMA/District
Regional Priority Economic Sectors
Regional Skills Priorities
Regional Business Support Priorities
Implementation of NINJ at the Regional
level
Implementation of Low Carbon Transition
Plan at the Regional level
Regional/sub-regional Transport
Investment Priorities (based on DaSTS)
Regional/sub-regional approach to
managing existing transport infrastructure
Regional/sub-regional approach to airport
development & surface access
Regional/sub-regional approach to car
parking standards
Regional/sub-regional approach to Ports

Justification
PPS3
PPS3
Circular 01/2006
PPS3
CLG Policy
CLG Policy
CLG Policy
CLG Policy
CLG Policy
CLG Policy
Draft PPS4
Draft PPS4
Draft PPS4
BIS
BIS
BIS
BIS

Policy
Policy
Policy
Policy

DECC/BIS Policy
PPS11/13
PPS11/13
PPS11/13
PPS11/13
PPS11/13
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Development & surface access
Distribution and monitoring of RFA
Transport investment to LTAs and the HA
(1.2 billion over 10 years)
Regional CO2 Trajectory
Regional/sub-regional approach to
managing water resources & water quality
Regional/sub-regional approach to
managing Flood Risk & Coastal Issues
Regional/sub-regional Habitat
management & recreation targets
Policies to protect Natura 2000 sites
Regional MSW Recycling Target
Apportionment of Waste Stream between
Waste Planning Authorities
Definition of Regional/Sub-regional pattern
of Waste Treatment Facilities
Apportionment of Aggregates Extraction
between Minerals Planning Authorities
(including PDNPA)
Environmental Protection Policies
Renewable Energy Targets
A regional approach to low carbon energy
generation
4.3

PPS1
PPS11, EU Water Framework Directive
PPS25
PPS9, public sector biodiversity duty
EU Habitats Regulations
PPS12, EU Waste Directives, UK Waste
Strategy
PPS12, EU Waste Directives, UK Waste
Strategy
PPS12, EU Waste Directives, UK Waste
Strategy
MPG1
EU SEA Directive, PCPA 2004/LDEDC Bill
PPS22
PPS1

A number of options for the configuration of these functions into between 3 and
5 Working Groups are set out in Appendix 1. It is understood that emda are most
comfortable with Option 3 which comprises 5 Working Groups, subject to
clarification of roles and further work on Terms of Reference:
•
•
•
•
•

4.4

DfT Policy

Housing & Regeneration
Sustainable Transport
Low Carbon Economy
Skills & Productivity
Environmental Infrastructure

Whilst it would be possible to have less, it would reduce the focus of each and
tend to the establishment of sub-groups, undermining the purpose of
rationalisation.
Working Group Membership

4.5

The second issue of concern has been membership of these Working Groups,
and in particular the role of elected Members. There is a clear preference
amongst some JSAB Members for these groups to be made up of local authority
officers only, along emda officers and other relevant stakeholders. However,
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under current regional arrangements, elected Members have a key role in a
number of existing policy areas, most notably transport.
4.6

There is a shared recognition that if elected Members are excluded from all
proposed Working Groups, measures would need to be put in place to ensure
that recommendations on potentially controversial issues had been tested
politically before being put before the Leaders’ Board. There are a number of
ways in which this political testing could be facilitated:


East Midlands Councils could establish ‘shadow’ structures to act as a political
sounding board on key decisions like Regional Funding Allocation advice. This
may help to ensure political ownership, but would clearly have implications
for resources and the timeliness of decision making.



Individual Members of the Leaders’ Board could be allocated ‘policy portfolios’
to give a measure of political oversight to each Working Group and help
ensure political ownership of the outcomes by the Leaders’ Board. This would
be a more efficient approach, but could place additional pressure on
individual Leaders’ Board Members.



Relevant Local Authority Officers could be specifically charged with briefing
Members on Working Group issues. This would help ensure that Members are
well informed, but may not be enable conflicts or ‘trade-offs’ to be fully
addressed before the Leaders’ Board meets.

5.

Recommendations

5.1

Members endorse the JSAB Terms of Reference set out under Section 2 of this
Report; and

5.2

Members agree a preferred approach to Working Group configuration and
membership for discussion at the next JSAB meeting.
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Appendix 1: Options for Working Group Configuration
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OPTION 1: 3 WORKING GROUPS
Sustainable Communities
Housing provision by Housing Market Area
(HMA) & Local Planning Authority (LPA)
Affordable Housing provision by HMA
Pitch Provision for Gypsies & Travellers by
LPA
Regional target for development of new
housing on brownfield land
Regional Approach to combating
Homelessness and supporting vulnerable
people
Distribution and monitoring of HCA
Affordable Housing Programme at subregional level (£105 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of HCA Local
Authority Decent Homes investment to
LHAs & ALMOs (£20 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of CLG Private
Sector Decent Homes investment to LHAs
(£27 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of G&T Site
Grant to LHAs (£3.5 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of Regional
Housing Research Pot (700k pa)
Regional/sub-regional approach to
managing water resources & water quality
Regional/sub-regional approach to
managing Flood Risk & Coastal Issues
Regional/sub-regional Habitat
management & recreation targets
Policies to protect Natura 2000 sites

Sustainable Transport
Regional/sub-regional Transport
Investment Priorities (based on DaSTS)
Regional/sub-regional approach to
managing existing transport infrastructure
Regional/sub-regional approach to airport
development & surface access
Regional/sub-regional approach to car
parking standards
Regional/sub-regional approach to Ports
Development & surface access

Sustainable Economic Growth
Regional/sub-regional Regeneration
Priority Areas
Regional/sub-regional Retail
Hierarchy/Strategy
Employment Land priorities by
HMA/District
Regional Priority Economic Sectors

Distribution and monitoring of RFA
Transport investment to LTAs and the HA
(1.2 billion over 10 years)

Regional Business Support Priorities

Regional Skills Priorities

Implementation of NINJ at the Regional
level
Implementation of Low Carbon Transition
Plan at the Regional level
Renewable Energy Targets
A regional approach to low carbon energy
generation
Regional CO2 Trajectory
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Regional MSW Recycling Target
Apportionment of Waste Stream between
Waste Planning Authorities
Definition of Regional/Sub-regional pattern
of Waste Treatment Facilities
Apportionment of Aggregates Extraction
between Minerals Planning Authorities
(including PDNPA)
Environmental Protection Policies
Commentary
This option has the merit of reducing the number of working groups to a minimum, but the Sustainable Communities Working Group
in particular would probably need to develop sub-groups to deal with the diversity of issues, compromising the overall approach. It
also may not meets the requirements of CLG or the Homes and Communities Agency, which have both publicly stated the need for
regional governance arrangements to include a specific ‘Housing & Regeneration’ function.
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OPTION 2: 4 WORKING GROUPS
Housing & Regeneration

Sustainable Transport

Housing provision by Housing
Market Area (HMA) & Local
Planning Authority (LPA)
Affordable Housing provision
by HMA

Regional/sub-regional
Transport Investment
Priorities (based on DaSTS)
Regional/sub-regional
approach to managing
existing transport
infrastructure
Regional/sub-regional
approach to airport
development & surface
access
Regional/sub-regional
approach to car parking
standards
Regional/sub-regional
approach to Ports
Development & surface
access
Distribution and monitoring
of RFA Transport investment
to LTAs and the HA (1.2
billion over 10 years)

Pitch Provision for Gypsies &
Travellers by LPA
Regional target for
development of new housing
on brownfield land
Regional Approach to
combating Homelessness and
supporting vulnerable people
Distribution and monitoring of
HCA Affordable Housing
Programme at sub-regional
level (£105 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of
HCA Local Authority Decent
Homes investment to LHAs &
ALMOs (£20 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of
CLG Private Sector Decent
Homes investment to LHAs

Environmental
Infrastructure
Regional/sub-regional
approach to managing water
resources & water quality
Regional/sub-regional
approach to managing Flood
Risk & Coastal Issues

Sustainable Economic Growth

Regional/sub-regional Habitat
management & recreation
targets

Regional Priority Economic
Sectors

Policies to protect Natura 2000
sites

Regional Skills Priorities

Regional MSW Recycling
Target

Regional Business Support
Priorities

Apportionment of Waste
Stream between Waste
Planning Authorities

Implementation of NINJ at the
Regional level

Definition of Regional/Subregional pattern of Waste
Treatment Facilities

Implementation of Low Carbon
Transition Plan at the Regional
level

Apportionment of Aggregates
Extraction between Minerals
Planning Authorities (including

Regional CO2 Trajectory
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(£27 million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of
G&T Site Grant to LHAs (£3.5
million pa)
Distribution and monitoring of
Regional Housing Research Pot
(700k pa)
Regional/sub-regional
Regeneration Priority Areas

PDNPA)
Environmental Protection
Policies

Renewable Energy Targets
A regional approach to low
carbon energy generation

Commentary
The most straight forward option in that workload is split relatively equally between each group and a clear linkage is made between
the economic growth and low carbon agendas. However, the lack of a specific skills focus could be seen as a problem.
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OPTON 3: 5 WORKING GROUPS
Housing &
Regeneration
Housing provision by
Housing Market Area
(HMA) & Local Planning
Authority (LPA)
Affordable Housing
provision by HMA
Pitch Provision for
Gypsies & Travellers by
LPA
Regional target for
development of new
housing on brownfield
land
Regional Approach to
combating
Homelessness and
supporting vulnerable
people
Distribution and
monitoring of HCA
Affordable Housing
Programme at subregional level (£105
million pa)
Distribution and
monitoring of HCA Local

Sustainable
Transport
Regional/sub-regional
Transport Investment
Priorities (based on
DaSTS)
Regional/sub-regional
approach to managing
existing transport
infrastructure
Regional/sub-regional
approach to airport
development & surface
access
Regional/sub-regional
approach to car parking
standards

Low Carbon
Economy
Implementation of Low
Carbon Transition Plan
at the Regional level

Skills &
Productivity
Regional/sub-regional
Retail
Hierarchy/Strategy

Regional CO2 Trajectory Employment Land
priorities by
HMA/District

Environmental
Infrastructure
Regional/sub-regional
approach to managing
water resources & water
quality
Regional/sub-regional
approach to managing
Flood Risk & Coastal Issues

Renewable Energy
Targets

Regional Priority
Economic Sectors

Regional/sub-regional
Habitat management &
recreation targets

A regional approach to
low carbon energy
generation

Regional Skills
Priorities

Policies to protect Natura
2000 sites

Regional/sub-regional
approach to Ports
Development & surface
access

Regional Business
Support Priorities

Regional MSW Recycling
Target

Distribution and
monitoring of RFA
Transport investment to
LTAs and the HA (1.2
billion over 10 years)

Implementation of
NINJ at the Regional
level

Apportionment of Waste
Stream between Waste
Planning Authorities

Definition of Regional/Subregional pattern of Waste
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Treatment Facilities

Authority Decent Homes
investment to LHAs &
ALMOs (£20 million pa)
Distribution and
monitoring of CLG
Private Sector Decent
Homes investment to
LHAs (£27 million pa)
Distribution and
monitoring of G&T Site
Grant to LHAs (£3.5
million pa)
Distribution and
monitoring of Regional
Housing Research Pot
(700k pa)
Regional/sub-regional
Regeneration Priority
Areas

Apportionment of
Aggregates Extraction
between Minerals Planning
Authorities (including
PDNPA)
Environmental Protection
Policies

Commentary
This option would allow each working group to develop more specific areas of expertise, but would have to rely on linkages being
made between each agenda to ensure a coherent regional approach is delivered.

Andrew Pritchard
Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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4th December 2009

BUSINESS PLAN FOR 2010-11

Synopsis:
East Midlands Leaders’ Board will be the strategic decision making body on issues of
interest and relevance to Local Authorities at the regional level.
The East Midlands Leaders’ Board should agree its Business Plan for 2010-11 by end
March 2010. This will support the identification of a clear and deliverable work
programme and the draw-down of financial resources, particularly CLG grant and Local
Authority subscriptions.

Recommendations:
Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to:


Note the development of the Business Plan 2010-11.



Note the CLG conditions in relation to the use of grant for Regional Strategy
purposes.



Consider issues for inclusion into the Business Plan 2010-11 that would benefit from
joint action and leadership by Local Authority.



Note the proposed business planning facilitated session at the next meeting of the
East Midlands Leaders’ Board on 12th February 2010.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board should agree its Business Plan for 2010-11 by
end March 2010 (for both Regional Strategy and non-Regional Strategy activity).
This will support the identification of a clear and deliverable work programme
and the draw-down of financial resources, particularly CLG grant and Local
Authority subscriptions.

1.2

Members are reminded that the East Midlands Leaders’ Board will be the
strategic decision making body on issues of interest and relevance to Local
Authorities at the regional level. In particular, a strong voice on behalf of Local
Government is needed to:






Provide leadership on behalf of Local Government in the region and develop
effective partnerships with key organisations, e.g. emda, GOEM, Homes and
Communities Agency, Environment Agency, Strategic Health Authority and
wider stakeholders (including the business, environmental and
community/voluntary sectors).
In conjunction with emda, joint responsibility for agreeing the Single Regional
Strategy, including its drafting, implementation and monitoring of its delivery.
Influence Government in those critical areas and agree key strategies and
investment plans, e.g. Regional Funding Advice.
Act as the decision-making executive for East Midlands Councils.

1.3

Therefore, while the East Midlands Leaders’ Board will need to focus on matters
relating to the Regional Strategy, this should not provide the sole focus for its
activities and influence.

2.

Business Planning Process 2010-11

2.1

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board and the umbrella body, East Midlands
Councils, will have two principal roles; development and delivery of the Regional
Strategy and provision of wider Local Government services and representation.

2.2

The establishment of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board and revised regional
governance provides the opportunity to deliver on specific issues where it is
appropriate that Local Authorities, through working together, should lead on.

2.3

There will be two elements to the Business Plan 2010-11; one part will relate to
Regional Strategy roles and responsibilities; the other element will relate to nonRegional Strategy issues, for example, wider local government representation.
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2.4

Funding for the East Midlands Leaders’ Board and East Midlands Councils will
primarily be from 4 sources:





CLG grant – specifically in relation to the Regional Strategy
Local Authority subscriptions
Income generation from consultancy activities
Other programme support, e.g. Home Office migration work

2.5

The payment of CLG grant is specifically related to the Regional Strategy element
and is dependent on the agreement and subsequent delivery of a Business Plan.
To meet CLG grant conditions, the Regional Strategy component of the East
Midlands Leaders’ Board Business Plan 2010-11 will need to be submitted to
GOEM by 1st March 2010-11. This should set out how the Regional Strategy is to
be delivered.

2.6

Key milestones with dates for activity relating to the monitoring, review, and
revision of the Regional Strategy and preparation of the implementation plan
during 2010/11 and beyond should be identified. These key milestones should
be agreed with the Regional Development Agency.

2.7

Grant payments will be paid on a six monthly basis in April and October.

2.8

This requirement would only apply to that part of the Business Plan that directly
relates to the Regional Strategy and use of CLG grant. Non-Regional Strategy
activities are not eligible for use of CLG grant and will be resourced through
other income streams.

2.9

In practice, the CLG grant will represent the East Midlands Leaders’ Board
contribution to the development and delivery of the Regional Strategy. As such,
it is not the whole resource to support Regional Strategy activity as emda will be
expected to similarly contribute.

2.10

The Funding Agreement for Regional Assemblies 2009-10 provides an indicative
allocation for the East Midlands Leaders’ Boards as funding for 2010-11 will be
based upon EMRA funding (2009-10) minus approximately 10%. The working
assumption is that CLG will therefore provide £1,800,000 grant funding to the
East Midlands Leaders’ Board to deliver its Regional Strategy roles and
responsibilities.

2.11

In addition to the Regional Strategy, a number of issues are suggested for initial
consideration by Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board:


Crime, including prevention and rehabilitation.
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Informing future governance proposals for the regional and sub-regional
level.
To support the LGA in informing future governance of public services.
Demographic trends and their implications for Local Government services
Development and delivery of European programmes and policy

2.12

To support the identification of key issues that the East Midlands Leaders’ Board
should take a lead on, on behalf of Local Authorities, it is proposed that an
external facilitator supports a discussion at the next meeting of the East Midlands
leaders’ Board on 12th March 2010.

3.

Recommendations:

3.1

Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to:


Note the development of the Business Plan 2010-11.



Note the CLG conditions in relation to the use of grant for Regional
Strategy purposes.



Consider issues for inclusion into the Business Plan 2010-11 that would
benefit from joint action and leadership by Local Authority.



Note the proposed business planning facilitated session at the next
meeting of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board on 12th February 2010.

Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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4th December 2009

Access to Information

Synopsis:
There is an expectation that the East Midlands Leaders’ Board undertake its
responsibilities in an open and transparent way. Now the Local Democracy,
Economic Development and Construction Act has been passed, Members are advised
to agree a position on access to information that covers the entirety of its
competencies.

Recommendations:
Members of the East Midlands leaders’ Board are invited to agree its position on
access to information, including public access to meetings, for the Joint Strategy
Advisory Board and its supporting structures.
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1.

Access to Information

1.1

There is an expectation that the East Midlands Leaders’ Board undertakes its
responsibilities in an open and transparent way. Members have already
agreed this principle and it is reflected in the East Midlands Leaders’ Board
constitution. This includes public access to meetings and all papers (unless
exempt information).

1.2

Now the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act has
been passed, Members are advised to agree a position on access to
information that covers wider activities not solely undertaken through Board
meetings.

1.3

Specifically, members are invited to consider access to information and public
access to meetings for the Joint Strategy Advisory Board and associated
groups.

1.4

The following report sets out the legal requirements and Government’s
position on access to information provisions for Leaders’ Boards and RDAs in
their joint role as Responsible Regional Authorities when developing,
implementing and monitoring a regional strategy.

2.

Legal Position


RDAs are covered by the Freedom of Information (FoI) Act and the NDPB
Model Publication Scheme. This will also apply to their Responsible
Regional Authorities role.



Leaders’ Board will be covered by section 5A of the Local Government Act
1972 (access to information) for independent meetings without the RDA
and related to Regional Strategy only.



It will not apply to any wider activities a Leaders’ Board may choose to
undertake, which go beyond functions in the Local Democracy, Economic
Development and Construction Act.



This requirement is introduced by the Local Democracy, Economic
Development and Construction Act and the access to information
provisions will be applied subject to modification by the Secretary of State
in regulations. The draft regulations were consulted on.



The East Midlands Leaders’ Board would be formally subject to FoI Act
requirements given the terms under which it will establish itself
(unincorporated partnership wholly owned by a public authority).
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In any case, to ensure consistency between Leaders’ Board and between
Leaders’ Board and RDAs in their joint-working, Leaders’ Board will be
added via a Section 4 order to the list of bodies to which schedule 1 of
the FoI Act applies.

3.

Additional Access to Information Requirements

3.1

It is for Responsible Regional Authorities to decide what approach they will
take in providing access to information for their joint meetings that are
Regional Strategy related, including public access to meetings. This will be
part of the arrangements that are drawn up to cover joint working on the
revision, implementation and monitoring of the Regional Strategy and could
take the form of a specific protocol.

3.2

While working to the principle that the Regional Strategy process should seek
to be open and transparent wherever possible, the following factors should
be taken into account when agreeing an approach to the information to be
disclosed:


A clear and commonly shared set of appropriate definitions should be
drawn up of what confidential material is covered by the definitions of
statutorily exempt information contained in the FoI Act and the Local
Government Act 1972 (section 100I and schedule 12A).



A decision is needed on how the mutually agreed access to information
arrangements would apply to the different layers of Responsible Regional
Authority working on the Regional Strategy, i.e. to Board meetings only,
or to committees and working groups as well.



Administrative arrangements will be required to deal with FoI requests to
the Joint Strategy Advisory Board.

4.

Summary

4.1

Access to information is not a subject covered by the guidance on the
establishment of Leaders’ Boards when it was consulted on and will not be
one of the criteria the Secretary of State will consider as part of the approval
of a Leaders’ Board scheme.

4.2

Although important and a fundamental part of enabling stakeholder and
public engagement with the Responsible Regional Authorities and the
Regional Strategy process, it is considered that it is best dealt with as part of
the more detailed working arrangements that each Responsible Regional
Authorities will decide on to reflect their individual circumstances.
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4.3

The East Midlands Leaders’ Board should agree its position in relation to
access to information to the extent to which they apply to joint working
arrangements with emda.

5.

Recommendation:
Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to agree its position
on access to information, including public access to meetings, for the Joint
Strategy Advisory Board and its supporting structures.

Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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4th December 2009

FUTURE STAKEHOLDER ARRANGEMENTS

Synopsis:
The Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act requires the
Responsible Regional Authorities to ‘engage and consult’ with stakeholders and sets out
emerging proposals on stakeholder arrangement for the development of the new single
Regional Strategy under the post SNR arrangements.

Recommendation:
Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to note the contents of this
report.
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Future Stakeholder Arrangements
1.

Introduction

1.1

This report highlights to Members the requirement of the Local Democracy,
Economic development and Construction Act for the Responsible Regional
Authorities to ‘engage and consult’ with stakeholders and sets out emerging
proposals on stakeholder arrangement for the development of the new single
Regional Strategy under the post SNR arrangements. These proposals are based
on:


Consideration of the independent consultant’s report jointly commissioned by
EMRA/emda.

Consideration of the Draft Regional Policy Statement issued jointly by
CLG/BIS in August 2009:
http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/regionalstrate
giesconsultation).




Discussions with stakeholders, including through the consultation event that
took place on 2nd July 2009.



Discussions with emda and Shadow East Midlands Leaders’ Board Members,
including through the first Shadow Joint Advisory Board meeting of 7th
October 2009.

1.2

In developing new structures and working arrangements, it is important that
proposals take the view that ‘form should follow function’. In other words, we
should start by defining the tasks that need to be undertaken, and then
determine what mechanisms need to be established to deliver these tasks.

2.

Background

2.1

Stakeholder (statutory and non-statutory) engagement will be integral to the
development and implementation of the Regional Strategy. This reflects the fact
that the Responsible Regional Authorities (emda and the East Midlands Leaders’
Board) have committed to it, stakeholders desire it and, ultimately, the scope of
the Regional Strategy (in terms of development, implementation and monitoring)
demands it.

2.2

The recent CLG/BIS consultation paper, ‘Policy Statement on Regional Strategies’
proposes a process that the Responsible Regional Authorities should follow in
preparing the Regional Strategy. It includes some important messages regarding
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Government expectations for stakeholder engagement in Regional Strategy
development, notably:


One of the key principles of the new arrangements is to secure a joined up
approach to strategy-making and governance within each region, based on
partnership-working and stakeholder engagement [para 2.1].



Partnership working and the engagement of stakeholders from across the
region when preparing the RS is critical to ensure that the strategy integrates
competing demands and commands support across the region. Stakeholder
engagement in the RS preparation process should be effective, wide-ranging
and contribute to building consensus around the RS. It should also be timely
and add value to the preparation process [para 5.15].



Legislation will require regional authorities to prepare, publish, keep up-todate and comply with a Statement of Policies on Community Engagement
which covers, in broad terms, both formal public consultation and informal
engagement with stakeholders [para 5.17].



It will be up to each region to decide how to engage with stakeholders,
although Regional Authorities should use a variety of means to involve
different stakeholders. The Leaders’ Board and RDA may wish to explore
alternative arrangements for ensuring an effective stakeholder input [para
5.18].



To effectively build a wide consensus for the proposals in the RS, Regional
Authorities should engage with a wide range of stakeholders, and not just
those stipulated in statutory regulations [para 5.20].



Responsible Regional Authorities and the Secretary of State, through the
Government Offices, should work closely with key stakeholders to prepare
and agree a project plan to guide any [subsequent] revision of their Regional
Strategy [para 5.8].

2.3

A stakeholder consultation event was held on 2nd July 2009. Informed by
discussions (and additional face-to-face interviews) an independent consultant
was commissioned to develop proposals for new stakeholder arrangements.

3.

Emerging Proposals

3.1

Significant consideration has been given to this issue, particularly in relation to
the breadth and depth of the Regional Strategy and therefore the knowledge,
expertise and engagement that any supporting structures need to deliver. In
terms of how structures are configured there are a wide range of possible
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options and the proposed approach has been informed by a range of
considerations:







The broad scope of the Regional Strategy.
The need for the Regional Strategy to be integrated and deliver the outcome
of sustainable economic growth and contribute to sustainable development.
The different functions that the Responsible Regional Authorities will be
required to discharge (requirement for ongoing stakeholder involvement,
strategy development, implementation and investment planning, monitoring
and conformity checking).
The desire to bring stakeholders together to help manage potential policy
conflicts early in the development process.
The need for mechanisms through which stakeholder resources (people and
potentially funding) can be mobilised and directed to support the Regional
Strategy development, and ultimately delivery processes.

4.

Stakeholder Advisory Group

4.1

Both emda and EMRA have always sought to ensure the effective engagement of
stakeholders in strategy development and review processes. The approach to
the Regional Strategy will be no different and the draft Policy Statement
highlights the importance of effective stakeholder participation. In fact, this is
enshrined in the processes for developing the Regional Strategy through the
production of a Statement of Community Involvement.

4.2

In addition, the approach to stakeholder engagement has been subject to a
great deal of discussion with stakeholders themselves – with many advocating
for the creation of a broader Stakeholder Advisory Group to act as a reference
group to the Joint Strategy Advisory Board. Reflecting the changes in regional
governance arrangements (with the Responsible Regional Authorities being the
bodies responsible to the Secretary of State for the Regional Strategy)
stakeholders have advocated a vehicle which can bring together broader
stakeholder input.

4.3

The Stakeholder Advisory Group could undertake the following functions on the
following basis:






To support the Joint Strategy Advisory Board (through the East Midlands
Councils/emda Joint Strategy Team) in the development, delivery and
ongoing review of the Statement of Community Involvement.
To provide feedback to the Joint Strategy Advisory Board in relation to the
different processes associated with the Regional Strategy; development,
implementation, monitoring and review.
To contribute to Regional Strategy content discussions.
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Membership of the Stakeholder Advisory Group should be agreed by the Joint
Strategy Advisory Board in consultation with partner organisations, but could
include both statutory and non-statutory bodies.
Detailed Terms of Reference will agreed by the Joint Strategy Advisory
Board.
The Stakeholder Advisory Group may be linked to a wider stakeholder
partnership or network, which will be for stakeholders themselves to
determine and manage.

4.4

Establishment of the Stakeholder Advisory Group would not replace the legal
obligations for Responsible Regional Authorities to directly involve and consult
with named statutory bodies as determined in the Local Democracy, Economic
Development and Construction Act and Regulations.

4.5

In order inform the further development of these proposals, stakeholders will be
requested to discuss the proposals for a Stakeholder Advisory Group, and in
particular:


What size of body should the Stakeholder Advisory Group be?



What should be the balance between social, economic and environmental
interests be on the Stakeholder Advisory Group, and between statutory and
non statutory bodies?



How (and by whom) should members be nominated to the Stakeholder
Advisory Group and for how long should members serve?



What should be the relationship between the Stakeholder Advisory Group and
any wider stakeholder partnership or network?

4.6

These questions will form the basis of the workshop sessions.

4.7

A further update will be provided to Members at the meeting.

5.

Recommendation
Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to note the contents of
this report.
Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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4th December 2009

External Partnerships

Synopsis:
In meeting its responsibilities, the East Midlands Leaders’ Board will need to develop a
number of effective functional relationships with outside organisations and partnerships.

Recommendation:


Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to consider the role and
scope of relationships with other regional partnerships.
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1.

External Partnerships

1.1

In meeting its responsibilities, the East Midlands Leaders’ Board will need to
develop a number of effective functional relationships with outside organisations
and partnerships.

1.2

The Regional Strategy partnership management will be undertaken through the
Joint Strategy Advisory Board, its thematic groups and the proposed Stakeholder
Advisory Board.

1.3

However, it is suggested that the East Midlands Leaders’ Board should develop a
strategic relationship with a number of external partnerships and organisations in
order to maximise impact on behalf of Local Authorities and their communities.

1.4

Work is already underway in advising partners of the revised regional
governance arrangements and associated roles and responsibilities.
In
particular, the regional representative organisations for the Higher Education
sector (through the East Midlands Universities Association) and the Business
sector (through the East Midlands Business Forum) have indicated a desire to
work closely with the East Midlands Leaders’ Board and to discuss opportunities
for this before formal statutory powers are assumed by the East Midlands
Leaders’ Board on 1st April 2010.

1.5

We are also looking to work closer with our neighbouring regions on issues of
mutual interest.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to consider the role and
scope of relationships with other regional partnerships.

Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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2012 Legacy
Gaynor Nash

Regional Coordinator for
the Children and Young
Peoples Legacy from the
2012 Games

Aims of my post, with CYP in mind
Increased sport and physical activity
Promotion of educational opportunities
Promotion of the Cultural Olympiad
Development of the concept of Internationalism
Increased Volunteering

Quality physical education and sport … better academic
standards…improve ethos and behaviour, even in the most
challenging schools in the most difficult areas of this country.
Impact on improved health and wellbeing, including emotional
and mental health… tackle issues of social inclusion and
community cohesion. Surely one of the greatest legacies we
could see from London 2012 is that school sport is
embedded in the heart of every school.
I would argue that school sport is more than a game. Physical
education and sport are not an optional extra but a way of
building a new youth culture that is so needed in this
country.
London 2012 is a unique, galvanising force, a catalyst for
unprecedented focus and activity.
The legacy could be that we lay the foundations for
generational change. Let London 2012 not be an end but a
beginning for sport in the UK and for the unity of the youth of
the world.
Baroness Campbell, Maiden Speech, House of Lords

“…school sport is embedded in the heart of every school”

Where is school sport positioned in the schools within
your area? Is it integral to school life and seen as a
means of raising standards and improving behaviour?
How close are you to 5 hours provision in and through
schools?

“Physical education and sport are not an optional
extra but a way of building a new youth culture
that is so needed in this country”
Are you using the values underpinning the Olympic
and Paralympic Games to influence, maybe even
shape the values of your schools? Are you exploiting
the potential of young leaders and volunteers in
your schools to really make a difference to
themselves and others? Is it naïve to think 2012
can affect the physical and emotional health of the
nation’s young people?

“The legacy could be that we lay the foundations
for generational change”
How many young people in the East Midlands
can we help to look back on London 2012 as
life-affirming, life-changing, character
shaping? How many will be inspired to aspire by
what they experience of London 2012 through
their schools and LAs? Will we grasp this once
in a lifetime opportunity firmly and with
relentless optimism or will we see it as a fringe
thing, dip in, dip out, let it slip through our
fingers?

On the threshold of a decade of sport….

Gaynor Nash

2010 Winter Olympics Vancouver

g.nash@lboro.ac.uk

2010 Youth Olympics Singapore

01509 564873

2010 World Cup South Africa

07946 376 059

2010 Champions Trophy Hockey Nottingham
2010 Commonwealth Games Delhi
A top class sports event in Britain every 2 weeks
between now and London 2012
Cultural Olympiad alongside this
International Inspiration programmes across East Mids
Get Set resources and Get Set networks
Get Enterprising
Musubi
EM-powered – Regional Values Heptathlon
Regional Sports and Culture Festival 2011 and 2012

Item 12

4th December 2009

Briefing Paper – Shaping the Market for Looked after Children
(November 2009)

Synopsis:
The following paper provides Members with an update of an EMIEP project that
focuses on delivering improvement and efficiencies in relation to looked after children
services.

Recommendation:


Members are invited to note the contents of this report
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Briefing Paper - Shaping the Market for Looked After Children
(November 2009)
1.

Background to the Project

1.1

During 2006, the region undertook a supplier spend analysis which identified
that, of the region’s £3bn spend with external suppliers, social care (both
adults and children’s services) represented some £370m (14%). It was
recognised in the East Midlands region that there would be real benefit in
local authorities collaborating regionally in order to better manage the market
and deliver improvements and efficiencies.

1.2

This led to officers across the region developing a bid to the EM IEP and the
project called ‘Shaping the Market for Looked After Children’. The overall aim
of the project is to work on a cross regional basis to better manage and
shape the market for ‘looked after children’ in relation to residential, foster
care placements and Special Educational Needs residential provision provided
by private providers across the East Midlands.

2.

Project Arrangements

2.1

Leicester City Council is hosting this project on behalf of the region and a
Project Board has been running since October 2008 with representation from
key senior officers from across the region.

2.2

This regional project has only been made possible by drawing money down
from the EM IEP. Shaping the Market for Looked After Children is an ‘invest
to save’ project which essentially means that arrangements will have to be
made for each of the nine authorities involved in the project to pay back the
money drawn down from the EM IEP. All Directors’ of Children’s Services in
the region have agreed this approach.

2.3

Following competitive interviews, a project manager was appointed and
started on the 15th April 2009. This is a two-year secondment from one of
the participating authorities (Leicestershire County Council)

2.4

Initial activity was aimed at establishing the appropriate governance and
support structure for the project. To ensure that the project plan is owned
and co-ordinated within each authority at the appropriate level and that the
project manager has the required level of support and resources in
developing and implementing the project plan. This has resulted in the
establishing of an Implementation group chaired by the project manager and
attended by senior managers from each local Authority.
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2.5

This early phase involved identifying the key aims and objectives for the
project, scoping the issues on a national regional and local level. A review of
current literature and field visits to other national initiatives has taken place.
While this is ongoing it has been used to help build a picture of the national
position relating to commissioning of placements for children and to develop
an understanding of the key issues relating to the project.

3.

Activity to date


A working group developed to look at "Quick win" options with the aim to
realise efficiency savings in 09/10 budget by negotiating on annual fee
increases. While some negotiations remain on going the activity to date has
reduced the average fee increase request from providers from 1.9 to 1.4 with
a full year saving across the region of £284,791.



A spend and activity profile for each authority has being drawn up along side
placement trend giving basic “needs” analysis for each authority. This was
obtained through the CIPFA benchmarking activity and supporting data
collection templates.



Direct dialogue with Key local providers to identify their “strategic intent” and
their appetite, ability and willingness to respond to identified need of the
region. Direct meetings with key providers including workshop session at
Provider Forums and inclusion of provider associations on the project
implementation group.



A “Snapshot” mapping of the market in the East Midlands identifying the key
providers in the region, their market position share in terms of Spend and
activity. This has provided a broad strokes view of the current market. The
strengths and weaknesses of this are being debated through the
implementation group and a “business case for change” is being explored.



Work has begun on developing more detailed Company profiles using business
reports and accounts. This mapping of the supply market in this way gives us
useful intelligence in terms of market capacity, market share, profitability,
quality (OFSTED Rating) and identifies areas of over and under supply.

4.

Current Work Streams

4.1

The implementation group is using the above information and learning from
other regional initiatives to identify an appropriate model for the East
Midlands Authorities. A working strategy is being developed based on
developing strategic partnerships with providers and the introduction of a
regional approved provider framework that seeks to consolidate what is
currently a fragmented market, enabling cost volume efficiencies to be
passed on to LAs.
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4.2

The following work streams are

4.3

Annual Fee setting Process
The Implementation group is seeking to consolidate and improve on the
collective fee uplift negotiation process of 09/10 with a target of securing 0%
fee increases for the next two years across the region. A collective
negotiation approach has been proposed and is being considered by the
Project. If successful on current activity the targeted reduction in fee uplifts
would equate to a saving of approximately £1.5 m.

4.4

Regional Provider Framework
The project has identified that there are a high number of providers working
with authorities in the region, largely on a spot purchase basis. A working
strategy is proposed, based on the introduction of a regional approved
provider framework that seeks to consolidate a currently fragmented market;
enabling cost volume efficiencies to be passed on to LAs. Indications from
providers are that prices could be reduced by 4-6% through such a process
which on current activity equates to £2.75m per year. (The 5 Eastern Region
authorities that introduced such an approach report savings of up to 16%)
Within this arrangement, authorities would still be able to secure further
retro-rebates for high volumes with individual providers.

4.5

Strategic Partnerships
To ensure that sustainable efficiencies and service improvements are secured
in the long term there is a need for an improved strategic fit between Local
authority needs and private provision. One approach to this being achieved is
through the development of strategic partnerships within the provider
framework in which individual or groups of providers seek to combine mutual
capabilities, infrastructure and experience for the purpose of improved
outcomes and efficiencies.

4.6

High Cost Placement Project
The model also proposes the joint commissioning of low volume high cost
placements; securing both savings and service improvements through locally
provided services. A similar high cost placement project in the SE indicates
that as much as 10-16% can be achieved on individual placements which,
based on 20 beds, equates to a saving of £750,000 per year.
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4.7

Care Fund Calculator/Pricing Structure
The project is exploring the development of a pricing framework aimed at
creating transparency in pricing structures and harmonising placement costs
across the region. It is proposed that by working with the South East Region
to adapt the Adult Services Care Funding Calculator (a project funded by the
RIEPs) for use in Children’s Services, savings of between 5-16% can be
achieved on individual placements.

4.8

Regional /Sub Regional Commissioning units
A number of authorities have identified commissioning capacity in terms of
expertise and resources in their commissioning and the difficulties in
developing a “regional view” of the market. The project is seeking to explore
and develop an understanding of the current “strategic position” and “intent”
of each authority in relation to children’s placements and their
“commissioning capacity” with a view to exploring the rationale and
opportunities presented by regional or sub regional commissioning units.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

The Implementation group has been gathering together the evidence to
support the elements above and weld them into a working model that can be
“reality tested” over the coming months through a series of workshops and
established provider forums. They have debated the options and have
identified the development of the following as the key priorities




5.2

Regional approved provider framework,
Care funding calculator
Collaborative Annual fee Setting

Regional approved provider framework
Smaller working groups have been identified and will meet in November to
carry out more detailed work on these three work streams. These groups will
draw in relevant staff to scope and draw up an action plan and cost benefit
analysis for each work stream. This will be brought back to the main group
on and be merged into a overall project plan.

5.3

ESPO have now
been approached to provide expertise in
tendering/procurement processes and will help the group map out the
activities required to deliver the above elements and establish associated
timescales. They are currently preparing a report (due mid November) and
will attend future Implementation Group meetings.
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5.4

Colleagues from Gloucestershire and the Eastern region who have recently
introduced similar initiatives have been invited to present their experience to
the group in November/December.

5.5

Fee setting Process
The strategy for collaborative annual fee setting has been refreshed to
accommodate suggested amendments and all LAs (Except Rutland) have
given a written undertaking to work with the strategy. Letters to providers
have been drafted and are awaiting LA Logos for posting.

5.6

In addition to setting out the arrangements for the fee increases, the letter
invites key strategic providers based on Market Share (11 IFA and 7
residential) to meet to discuss with authorities how costs could be reduced
without compromising quality, and to share ideas for mitigation of the effect
of the zero % price variation.

5.7

Leicestershire have been approached about involving the project in some
anticipated training of staff in negotiating with providers on reducing costs. A
working group has been identified to steer this process.

5.8

Care Funding Calculator
Negotiations with SE REIP are continuing about jointly working on the
development of a Care Funding Calculator for children’s services. Subject to
board approval, the STM has proposed to lead on the development of the
fostering element of the tool. This, if accepted, will be carried out under the
Governance of the SE REIP to ensure continuity of the model.

5.9

A consultant with relevant IT skills has been approached to consider
involvement in developing the tool.

5.10

LA Profiles
A survey of key staff in the participating authorities based on the Audit
Commission’s “Commissioning Checklist” is planned to provide further
information and analysis of each authority’s “strategic intent” and existing
infrastructure.

5.11

The aim is to deliver a detailed options paper and cost benefit analysis for
local authorities to consider for implementation early in the New Year.
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6.

Recommendation

6.1

Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board are invited to note the contents
of this report

Cllr Roger Begy OBE
Leader,
Rutland County Council
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4th December 2009

East Midlands Regional Economic Cabinet

Synopsis:
This report updates Members on the objectives, membership and forward programme of
the Regional Economic Cabinet.

Recommendations:
Members are invited to note the contents of the report.
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1.

Background

1.1

In response to the economic downturn, the Minister for the East Midlands, Phil
Hope, set up a Regional Economic Cabinet in October 2008. Similar bodies are
now in existence in all English regions, although the membership and terms of
reference vary.

1.2

GOEM provides the secretariat for the group and liaises closely with emda on the
agenda. Press notices are issued following each meeting and a summary note is
provided for circulation to stakeholders. The summary note of the most recent
meeting held on 20th November 2009 is attached as Appendix 1 to this report.

1.3

Members of the East Midlands Leaders’ Board have the opportunity to discuss
recent developments and progress with Cllr David Parsons CBE, member of the
Regional Economic Cabinet.

1.4

The current membership of the East Midlands Cabinet is given below.

2.

Membership

Chair Phil Hope MP
Deputy Chair Bryan Jackson
Margaret Allen
Lyndsey Bunn
George Cowcher
Tom Crompton
Karen Foulds
Prof. Neil Gorman
Dame Barbara Hakin
Karen Hickling
Ron Lynch
Jeff Moore
Cllr David Parsons
Cheryl Pidgeon
Rachel Quinn
Paul Southby
Pat Zadora

Minister for the East Midlands
Chair of emda
Homes and Communities Agency
Federation of Small Businesses
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire Chamber of Commerce
Learning & Skills Council
JobCentre Plus
East Midlands Universities Association
NHS East Midlands
Barclays Commercial Bank
Institute of Directors

Hâf Merrifield

Secretary to the REC

emda
East Midlands Regional Assembly
Trades Union Congress Midlands
One East Midlands
Confederation of British Industry
East Midlands Business Forum
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3.

Recommendation

3.1

Members of the Local Authority Leaders’ Board are invited to note the contents
of this report.

Stuart Young
Executive Director
East Midlands Regional Assembly
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EAST MIDLANDS REGIONAL ECONOMIC CABINET
Regional Economic Cabinet meeting 20th November 2009
SUMMARY OF MEETING
The following is a summary of the discussion at the East Midlands Regional
Economic Cabinet meeting on20th September 2009, held at Prospect Leicestershire,
Leicester
The Minister welcomed new Cabinet members, Prof. Neil Gorman, Chair of the East
Midlands Universities Association replacing Prof John Coyne, and Karen Hickling,
East Midlands Commercial Team, Barclays Commercial Bank.
Cabinet reviewed the Action Points from the September meeting and the Minister
acknowledged the progress made by Local Authorities in signing the Prompt
Payment Code. BIS reported on 13th November that 7 out of 45 Local Authorities in
the region have signed the Code, and since then a further LA has signed –up. He
thanked Councillor Parsons for the work EMRA has undertaken to urge Authorities to
sign the Code. The theme of the November REC Agenda did not accommodate
emda’s substantive paper on the regional response to New Industry, New Jobs.
emda will table this at the next Cabinet meeting.
The Minister set out his Backing Young East Midlands campaign, which gives a
regional focus to the national Backing Young Britain campaign. All members
endorsed the regional campaign and provided examples of how they might support
the activity. For example, One East Midlands and TUC will work together to develop
good practice guidance to ensure a good experience for Young People in the
workplace. Several examples were cited by members where the perception of
opportunities and jobs for Young People is different to reality. LSC described that
they currently have 240 high quality Apprenticeship vacancies targeted at 16-18 year
olds and are jobs with training as advertised on the LSC Vacancy Management
Service which can be found on www.apprenticeships.gov.uk. LSC is, therefore,
changing its advertising approach to now target End of Year 12 pupils in schools in
order to fill such vacancies. Chambers of Commerce are also working with schools
because of the perception that there isn’t any work. Cabinet agreed that media case
studies around jobs and opportunities should be made available to reinforce the
positive message that there are still good openings for Young People.
Members also supported the Minister’s campaign for the electrification of Midlands
Mainline. This is a key infrastructure strategy that will benefit the region’s economy.
The Minister also raised the possibility of High Speed 2, a new Birmingham, Derby,
Sheffield link that would also benefit the region, and sought agreement that a Paper
on High Speed 2 be tabled at the next meeting.
The Economy Dashboard showed that the economy is getting a little better, but
remains very fragile. This picture is reflected nationally and the Minister expressed
his concern that the Cabinet should continue to support the region until the economy
stabilises.
Access to Finance has often been cited by businesses as a key barrier to surviving
the recession and has been discussed regularly at Regional Economic Cabinet

EAST MIDLANDS REGIONAL ECONOMIC CABINET
meetings. At this meeting members welcomed the banking perspective that Karen
Hickling, Barclays Commercial Bank, provided to some of the issues raised. The
Cabinet discussed the issue of arrangement fees and the costs of Banks retaining
appropriate levels of capital. The Cabinet also noted that the development of a
Transparency Code is anticipated from BIS Small Business Finance Forum that
should help businesses in determining the best option for their business. Such
measures will be important to ensure that confidence resumes and the economy
avoids a double dip. The Cabinet considered a range of issues around access to
Finance and the Minister agreed to write to the Chancellor in advance of the PreBudget Report setting out the key points.

East Midlands Regional Economic Cabinet membership
Chair
Deputy Chair

Phil Hope MP, Minister for the East Midlands
Bryan Jackson, Chair of emda

Margaret Allen
Lyndsey Bunn
George Cowcher
Tom Crompton
Karen Foulds
Prof. Neil Gorman
Dame Barbara Hakin
Karen Hickling
Ron Lynch
Jeff Moore
Cllr David Parsons
Cheryl Pidgeon
Rachel Quinn
Paul Southby
Pat Zadora

Homes and Communities Agency
Federation of Small Businesses
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire Chamber of Commerce
Learning & Skills Council
JobCentre Plus
East Midlands Universities Association
NHS East Midlands
Barclays Commercial Bank
Institute of Directors
emda
East Midlands Regional Assembly
Trades Union Congress Midlands
One East Midlands
Confederation of British Industry
East Midlands Business Forum

Secretary to the REC

Hâf Merrifield, Interim Regional Director, Government Office for the East
Midlands

For general enquiries about the Regional Economic Cabinet please contact Robby Gill at GOEM
(0115 971 2480, robby.gill@goem.gsi.gov.uk)
For media enquiries, please contact Tim Walsh at GOEM (0115 9714740,
tim.walsh@goem.gsi.gov.uk)

